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Higher Education:
Commission OKs program cuts
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
With several recommendations
that are geared to garner efficiency in higher education, the Governor's Higher Education Review
Commission delivered its report
Monday.
Topping the list of recommendations is the elimination of 203
degree programs because of
duplication and low enrollment.
Representatives from the eight

late universities 1..i subiritited
,
I i,kr.criltstry and home economlists to the commission mat Acre
1,. s tea.her education.
used in making the nit eliminawill protect the students
tions. More than IS pc:Lent of all .and help them complete their
the programs offer .1 were
vograms or make adjustments,"
targeted for elimination
Said Murray State President Dr
Ronald
Kurth -We also have
Murray State Unr.ersity will
to take care of the faculty."
be responsible for eliminating or
consolidating 26 degree programs
The elimination of programs
such as undergraduate degrees in
begin; immediately, but students
fisheries sciences/management
who are ;urrently in the programs
general applied mathematics,
business/managerial economics. • See Page 2

Compromise keeps dental schools
STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

Traffic congestion, high speeds and a number of entrances and exits have contributed to several accldents on North 12th Street.

Traffic congestion problem on 12th
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
As last-minute shoppers scurry around town in search of the
perfect gift, their trips may not
be too quick.
Traffic congestion on 12th
Street is continuing to be a
problem. According to traffic
studies from the Murray Police
Department, motorists are more
likely to be involved in an accident in parking lots than on city
Streets.

From Nov. 1 to Dec. 14, 12
of the 25 accidents which
occurred from the intersection
of 12th and Chestnut streets to
12th and Ky. 121 were in parking lots.
Eleven of those were in the
Central Center parking lot.

A year-long study, from July
I 1992 to June 30 1993, shows
that police worked 89 accidents
in that area. Nine people were
injured.
City planner Don Elias said
there is very little the city can
do about the area because 12th
Street is a state-maintained
thoroughfare.
A 1991 traffic count estimated an average of 23,750
vehicles passed approximately a
half-mile south of the intersection at 12th and Chestnut
streets. That was up from
14,794 in 1988 and 11,867 in
1085
The same study showed an
average daily traffic count of
21,432 12th Street in front of
Roy's Pharmacy. A 1988 study

Yeltsin's cabinet
deeply divided
By ALAN COOPERMAN
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — President
Boris Yeltsin's Cabinet is deeply
divided on the future of economic
reform following the defeat of
reformers in parliamentary elections, a government newspaper
reported , today.
Yeltsin's ministers have been
unable to agree on a plan for
further sale of.,s4e-owned industry to private investors, according
to the daily Rossiiskie Vesti,
which is published by the
Cabinet.
Some ministers want to allow
factories to "die quietly and
peacefully" if they cannot adjust
to a free market. Others want to
continue government subsidies to
keep the factories running, the
newspaper said.
The front-page article, under
the headline "United Team Is No
More," said the debate over privatization raged at last Friday's
Cabinet meeting and "revealed
serious disagreements among the
Cabinet members."

BORIS YELTSIN
the public discontent expressed in
the Dec. 12 elections.
The defeat of reformers at the
polls is widely viewed as a
reflection of Russians' anger and
disillusionment over falling living standards, rising crime and
the humiliating loss of the
empire.

Yeltsin has remained silent
Some Russian newspapers say
about the elections for more than anti-Ycltsin forces, led by ultraa week, leaving the country won- nationalist Vladimir Zhirinovsdering whether his commitment ky's Liberal Democratic Party,
to reform is wavering. For days, could end up with two-thirds of
newspapers have been speculating about a possible Cabinet shakeup or policy shift to address • See Page 16

NOTICE
•Because of the .Chrilmas holiday,
city sanitation customers who normally
have pick-up Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday should set refuse
out one day in advance during the week
of Dec 20 through Dec. 24. Questions
can be directed to the public works
department at 762-0330, ext. 120

reflected a count of 17,540. In
1985 those numbers were
13,448.
Traffic appears to decrease at
the intersection of 12th and Ky.
121. Figures for 1991 were at
17,982. A 1985 study estimated
11,923. Numbers were not
available for 1988.
Transportation officials are
expected to conduct another
traffic count early next year,
according to Elias.
He said the city is working
on an Urban Area Transportation Plan which is being funded
with state money.
He said the Department of
Transportation will conduct a
study, which would normally
See Page 3

Park board
may upgrade
holiday displays;
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board discussed
ways to improve the Christmas
in the Park displays during
their regular monthly meeting
Monday night.
Gary Hohman, director of
the Murray-Calloway County
Park and Recreation Department, said that 70 percent of
the displays in the park were
around 15 years old and in
deteriorating condition. "I
think we need to try to replace '
all or most of them, and we'll
have to resort to an outside
source with the artistic ability
to do it," he said.
The 4x8 displays, which
feature the names of local
businesses and individuals, are
seen by an average of about
35,000 during they time they
are shown through the holidays, Hohman said. "This is ,
thc cheapest form of sponsorship, and we have a waiting
list now of people who want to
put one up," he said.
Hohman said there is room
for more displays in the park, .
but that the number is limited
because of electrical capabilities. Each display is illumiII See Page 2

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
political compromise backe& by
Gov. Brereton Jones will keep
two public dental schools in
Kentucky.
The 'plan is to let Medicaid
account for more of their
budgets, freeing money the state
now spends on indigent dental
care.
The plan was endorsed Monday by an advisory commission

Jones appointed to review higher .koOci have left a single dental
education in Kentucky. The com- school at the University of
mission added its own touch: a Lou isv ill C.
recommendation that the General
Kentucky is the smallest state
Assembly devote the -captured" with two dental schools, both of
state money to the University of which are among the 10 smallest
Kentucky's engineering school.
in the nation.
Officials of UK, which has
In appointing the Higher Educonsiderable
influence in the
cation Review Commission,
General Assembly, liked Jones'
Jones said he wanted a nationall
ranked engineering program at coal for engineering but opposed
UK. To finance it, the commis- ei%,ing the dental school in trade.
sion's staff recommended closing
the UK dental school. ‘4.hi.h III See Page 2

Tentative pact reached at GT
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
Members of the United Rubber
Workers union will get details
Wednesday of General Tires'
revised contract, which could
prevent hundreds of layoffs next
month at the company's Mayfield
plant.
United Rubber Workers union
leaders say negotiations on an
amended contract began late last
week and a tentative agreement

was reached Sunday night.
Leaders of Local 665 of the
United Rubber Workers said
Monday they will ask their members to vote Dec. 30 on the company's revised contract. On Dec
9, union members reiected ttle
company's iniiiai proposal by a
margin of nearly 2 to 1.
General Tire announced the
next day it would begin phasing
out the production of radial pas-

senger ores at the plant by laying.
off 190 hourly workers Jan. 14
and 15 Union officials estimated
that .420 jobs ultimately would be
lost. ,Those cutbacks would be in
atitrition to 294 workers laid off
:h5 all
Ed Kalaii, a spokesman from
General Tire's headquarters in
Akron. Ohio, would not say
II See Page 2

Feltner retires after 32 years
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
After 32 years of service in the
Calloway County school system,
which included serving under
three superintendents, Jim Feltner
is hanging up his hat.
"I've been at it for 32 years
and it is getting to be a younger
person's job," Feltner said.
Feltner is currently the principal of East Elementary School,
where he has served for 10 years.
His retirement is effective June
30, 1994.
He has also served as principal
of North Elementary School;
assistant principal of Calloway
County High School and principal of Hazel Elementary School.
Twenty-eight years of his career
has been in the field of
principalship.
He has also served as a teacher
with the Trigg County school
system in Cadiz and the Chatham
and Savannah Board of Education
in Savannah, Ga.
"Of course, I'll miss the children and the staff, but the job I am
looking at will still keep me in
the school system," Feltner said.
"I am planning to switch from
helping children to helping
adults."
Feltner plans to work with Professional Retirement Planners of
Frankfort, which -will allow him
to work with school personnel
living in the Jackson Purchase.
"I want to stay in touch and
see the Kentucky Education

SPORTS--I
III Calloway County's boys and girls'
varsity basketball teams used long-range
shooting to cruise to a pair of easy wins
it Fulton City Monday night

Page 10

JIM FELTNER
Reform Act fulfilled," Feltner
said. "What is frustrating is not
having enough time to meet all
the demands. The .ioh i atx.at
three times harder to do no,A, than
before KERA."
Feltner said he thinks input
(torn teachers and principals
should have been considered
before implementation of KERA
"I think someone forgot to p:t
some input that would slow
things down a lot," he said. "It
was all done by out-of-state people and the legislature."
During his tenure in the Calloway system, Feltner has served
under three superintendents: Dr
Jack Rose, Bill Miller and Boots
Jeffrey. He has seen many things
change in education.
"I think education toda is Cfl-

tered more toward the student,"
he said. "I think it is harder to
carry out some of the methods of
control because there is still a
lack of educating the parents.
I've found excellent, caring
paients over here (East
Elementary)."
The new principal will be
selected by the East Elementary
Site-Based Council.
'1 probably won't have 'more
than an advisory role in the selection," Feltner said. "Whoever is
selected should have a lot of
energy, love what they' are doing
and he flexible to changing
processes:.
Feltner received a bachelor's
degree in 1962 from Austin Peay
State University and a master's
degree in 1966 and a Rank I Cer,:atc in 1970 from Murray
State University.
He is married to Linda Hogan
1:-:ilner. a teacher at the Calloway
(.'•6•1!. Middle School.
son and daughter-in-law.
.'nm and Karen Feltner, both
tca,h in Cherokee County-, Ga.
The% have one daughter, Emma.
Fhe Feltners' daughter, Tamiti‘, works for the Arlington
schools in Arlington, Texas. Her
husband. Jeff Rogers. works for
Burlington Railroad. They have
one son. Adam.
Feltner IN the son of Graham
and Genesa Feltner of Murray.
Feltner serves as deacon of the
Unisersit Church of Christ and
is a charter hoard member of the
West Kentucky Children's Home.
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•Commission...
ROM PAGE 1
e three years to complete
uwrii No additional students will
he enrolled
Kurth calls the commission's
rqiort "very remarkable."
The commission was appointed
hy Goy Brereton Jones in early
11

h.1%

September to study hoss the eight
state universities could become
more efficient.
"I am very upbeat with what
the commission has done," Kurth
said. "The commission took the
first steps at restructuring with
the timeline it was on. I believe it
is the beginning of a process.

"I had a long conversation svith
Sen Wendell Ford and yye shared
the y icy+ that this is the Inst time
a policy commission of this kind
has been put into place When
you are under hudgetarv constraints. it is particulirly difficult." he said
The commission's recommendations that tunding for the
1905-90 academic year be based
on how well each institution
fared based on a set of performance standards is a significant

CLARIFICATION:I
/41 ,41,1? ,PO/
/(44

•The Danny Parrish of Rt. 1
Murray who was listed in Friday 's reports as being charged
with second-degree robbery is not
the Name Danny Parrish of Rt. 2
Murray who owns Danny Parrish
Bac khoe Serv ice
•An accident report in Friday's
paper said Penn. Wyatt of
Marion attempted to swerve to
avoid hitting another vehicle on
U.S. 641 and hit a vehicle driven
by Kathy Park of Benton. Wyatt
said she did not swerve but her
car actually skidded into the
other lane of traffic where the
Park vehicle struck her vehicle.
*A notice in last week's paper
indicating U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow
— First District) will be
attending an Optimist Club meeting Tuesday said the meeting was
open to the public. In fact, the
meeting is for Optimist Club
members and their invited guests
only.
•A cutline on Monday's front
page misidentified the home
where a Christmas party for New
Concord children was held. The
party was at the home of Jean
Frank.

Jeaftw.

PURDOM, THURMAN &
McNUTT INSURANCE
STATE AUTO
7,surance companies

407 Maple

753-4451

MERRY

l-IR/47MM

Fe

And A Healthy
Happy New Year

To:
Old Friends,
New Friends
and those we hope to meet.

--...

difference from the past.
"I think we are in an excellent
posture based on the figures from
our recent accountability study."
Kurth said. "We will do well in
the five areas."
Among the areas that will be
measured are persistence of students, student outcomes, quality
of instructional programs, quality
of research/service programs and
campus management.
"I think the commission did an
outstanding job and I think a
generous amount of restructuring
'was completed," Kurth said.
"What we have here is a report—
an omen of the future in relation
to performance-based funding."
Much attention had been
focused on whether the commission would recommend the closing of a dental school at either
the University of Kentucky or the
University of Louisville.

•Park...
FROM PAGE 1
nated by three flood lights, and
Hohman said an option to get
more sponsors in is to reduce the
size of each display and spread
out the three lights between two
sponsors close to each other.
"We could consider a $1 per
car fee to go through there or sell

II
Pact...
FROM

"The schools have worked out
a funding relationship that makes
them less dependent on state
appropriations," Kurth said.
"There is tremendous support
among the populace for both
schools. They arc serving the
needy families in the region.
"My feeling is that it is easy to
have a simplified view of the
situation. The fact is both are
serving very real needs in the
state."
Other commission recommendations included:
• Adoption of a "core" of
liberal arts programs that each
institution could offer. A program
not in the core would be deemed
duplicative if offered by more
than four of the institutions.
'Enhancement of the University of Kentucky engineering
school with a goal of top-25
national status. No loss of money
for Speed Scientific School at

Louisville.
"Let UK, Louisville and Northern Kentucky University keep
their law schools.
'Maintain incoming classes at
the UK and Louisville medical
schools at current levels — 95
and 124 state residents, respectively. Have both institutions try
harder to get more of their graduates to train and practice in
Kentucky.
"Appointment of a gubernatorial commission to study postsecondary technical education.

a 10- to 15-day pass," Hohman
said."We had a survey about it a
few years ago, and 80 percent of
the people surveyed said they
wouldn't mind paying a fee to
drive through there."
"I think we ought to study the
design of this whole thing and
bring in some fresh ideas," said
board chairman Dr. Rob

Williams.
In other action, the board:

plaints were discussed.
George Watson of the union
board said he "would assume"
the new contract would save jobs.
He said the workers must speak
for themselves about whether it's
a good deal.

PAGE 1
whether the company promised to
drop its plan to move the
passenger-tire production.
He also would not discuss
details of the agreement, but he
said he assumes the union's corn-

•Compromise...
be in line for
FROM PAGE 1
University of Louisville President Donald.Swain said the idea
had "a lot of logic on its side."
The compromise "will not have
as much logic or integrity and
will be more political," Swain
said, but he reluctantly went
along.
Under the compromise presented by Jones' top aide, Secretary of the Cabinet Kevin Hable,
both dental schools would remain
open, but their direct state funding would not be increased.
However, each school would

"11,tiirray's Only Neighborhood Pharmacy'

CHARLIE'S SAFEST
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-7 Sat. 9-5:30
Whitnell at Glendale
753-4175

BIGGEST-MOST INCREDIBLE
CHRISTMAS SALE... EVERY

more Medicaid
reimbursements for treating people who are to be added to Medicaid rolls in an expansion of the
program July 1. The state pays 31
cents of every $1 spent by Medicaid, and the rest of the money is
federal.
The state historically has paid
all the cost of their treatment at
state dental or medical schools.
The tab for indigent care at UK's
dental school is expected to be
$1.8 million this fiscal year.
As Medicaid reimbursements
to the dental schools increase,
state funding would be corres-

'Having the Council on Higher
Education adopt the principle that
only "prepared students" will be
admitted to baccalaureate programs. Appoint a study group to
develop new minimum admissions standards.
Information for this story was
also supplied by the Associated
Press.

• Passed a resolution thanking
County Judge/Executive George
Weaks for his support of the
park. "The county has done a lot
for this park that people are not
aware of," said board member
Tommy Sanders.

The union will hold briefings
Wednesday at Graves County
High School. He said union leaders wanted to talk to their members before discussing the
agreement.

pondingly decreased under the
compromise plan.
Two legislative members of the
commission — Senate Education
Chairman Ed Ford and his House
counterpart, Rep. Freed Curd of
Murray — opposed earmarking
the recouped indigent-care
money. They said it should go
back to the state's general fund
for appropriation to health care.
"What we'll be doing is taking
Medicaid reimbursements and
putting it into engineering," said
Ford, D-Cynthiana.

The following area banks
will be closed

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24
Buy One At Regular Price...
SUITS * SPORT COATS
DRESS SHIRTS * DRESS PANTS
TIES * LEATHER COATS
and get the second one at

1/2 PRICE

(Christmas Eve)
and

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25
(Christmas Day)

BANK OF MURRAY
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS BANK
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For your convenience, Automatic
Teller Machines will be available
at most current locations.
"Happy Holidays!"
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Inman failed to pay housekeeper's Social Security taxes
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob
by Inman received many accolades during his Pentagon years,
but two things that detract from
his track record have come to
light since he was nominated to
become secretary of defense.
The White House revealed
Monday that Inman didn't pay
Social Security taxes on a parttime housekeeper. Then the administration moved quickly to
defuse an issue that had derailed
the nomination of two women to
be attorney general.
After revealing that Inman had
paid about $6,000 on Monday to
settle the tax issue, the White
House said Inman had revealed
the tax question when his name
first came up for the Pentagon's
top job.
"At the outset of his discussions with the White House,
Admiral Inman fully disclosed
this situation and made clear his

intent to come into compliance
with administration policy on this
issue," a statement by White
House press secretary Dee Dee
Myers said.
Inman had filed appropriate
forms with the Internal Revenue
Service on Monday and made the
payment, Myers' statement said.
Any interest and penalties on
the back taxes will be calculated
and assessed by the IRS, the
statement said. The exact amount
of the back taxes owed was not
revealed; the statement said
Inman "has made payment on
approximately $6,000 in taxes
owed" since the worker was
employed in 1986.
The statement said the housekeeper worked between one and
three times per week, but offered
no further details.
Mark Gearan, the White House
communications director, said the
administration did not anticipate

trouNe II hilli.til
that despite the rihtkit Nur
rounding /Aix: 11Jir,1 Nitualitin in
January, Inman did not pas the
tax bill until he was up for the
Pentagon's top job
"I think people here are
impressed that he was quite clear
and straightforward right from
the beginning of our conversations," Gearan said. ''It's hest
characterized as a lapse to no
and it's been corrected."
In accepting Clinton's nomination to head the Pentagon, Inman
vowed to bring his experience as
a private-sector businessman to
the Defense Department, where
the post-Cold War priorities are
running a more efficient and economical national defense system.
However, Inman's stewardship
of a defense contracting firm ran
into severe financial troubles in
part because of a leveraged buyout he helped arrange.

reciirds
Nvii h the Securities and Exc.-fungi:

lnnian earned nearSI million from Tracor Inc- in
1(00 a year in v.hiLh the defense
contractor was struggling under
debt service created when the
company was taken private in a
deal that Inman helped engineer
and manage
SEC documents show Inman
received S422,000 in salary from
Tracor in 1989. plus $260,000 in
deferred compensation and a
5300,0(X) bonus from the previous year.
There are no records for 1988.
Inman's first year with the
company.
The leveraged buyout came
when Westmark Systems Inc., an
investment group formed in 1986,
purchased Tracor for an amount
more than 20 times its earnings
during that period. Inman was on
the board of Westmark and an

ececuii.e ji iracor
'The goal was to make Tracor
more efficient and then, several
years later return it to the public
market at a profit for the
investors.
But Tracor went bankrupt

Merry Christmas!
Thank you for your business
and have a safe holiday.

Chim-Chim
Chimney Sweeps
435-4191
A very Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year
from our
employees and
their families to
you and yours.

Jury asks for death penalty for convicted killer
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Relatives of two slain Powell
County lawmen expressed satisfaction after a Rowan County
jury recommended that Ralph
Baze Jr. die in the electric chair
for killing the sheriff and deputy.
After the recommended sentence was read Monday, C.B.
Bennett, a brother of the slain
sheriff, telephoned his father
from a courthouse pay phone.
"Dad, we won," he was heard
to tell his father.
The jury, which met throughout the weekend, deliberated for
a total of 18 hours in Rowan Circuit Court before returning with
its recommendation.
The same jury of eight women
and four men found Raze guilty
last week of two counts of murder in the lawmen's deaths in a
shootout at Baze's ridgetop
cabin.

The jury could have recommended life in prison, 20 years to
life or imprisonment with no possibility of parole for 25 years.
Judge William Mains tentatively scheduled formal sentencing
for Jan. 21. A pre-sentence investigation was ordered, and Baze
will remain at least temporarily
in the Rowan County Jail.
Baze closed his eyes briefly
and nodded once each time the
jury recommended the death sentences. He declined to -comment
to reporters as he was led away
by sheriff's deputies.
The jurors were grim and did
not look at Baze when they
returned with their recommendation. Several of the women jurors
dabbed at their eyes.
None of the jurors would discuss the case with reporters.
Court-appointed defense attorney Bill Spicer said he was disap-

pointed with the recommended
sentence, but wouldn't discuss
any future action.
"We haven't charted our
future legal course yet," he said.
Under Kentucky law, any case
that results in the death penalty is
automatically appealed to the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
Lisa Lally, a sister of Briscoe
and sister-in-law of Steve Bennett, said she agreed with the
jury's recommendation.
"Fic- kilted two people and he
should be killed," she said. "It's
simple math."
Richard Fain, assistant commonwealth's attorney in Powell
County, expressed "relief but
sadness that 30 seconds can ruin
three men's lives and their
families."
Leslie Campbell, a sister of
Steve Bennett, said the family
will try to cope with the tragedy

IIII Traffic...
FROM PAGE 1
cost anywhere from $30,000 to
$40,000, to determine the city's
long-range transportation needs.
"This will help us develop patterns of travel and traffic counts
for a 20-year projection," Elias
said.
These studies will be submitted
to the state.
Elias said he hopes the
documentation and planning will
help the city's streets get on the
governor's six-year transportation
funding plan.
He said he realizes there are
problems with traffic on the north
end of 12th Street. However,
neither city officials nor the planning commission has the power
to correct it.
The high number of accidents
in parking lots, especially the
Central Center, are also out of the
city's hands.
The 1992-93 traffic study
shows that police worked 55
accidents in the three parking lots
on Chestnut Street. Of those 55,
37 were in the Central Center
parking lot, which has more traffic flow than other local lots.
Elias said because the shopping center is operating under
previously-approved permits, the
planning commission cannot
intervene.
However, if another permit is
requested, the Board of Zoning
Adjustments and the planning
commission can include some
helpful provisions.
Elias said he would like to see
improved driving lanes in the
parking lot. He said the addition

of medians and traffic islands
would also be beneficial.
"But, I don't think we have the
authority to require anything," he
said.
John Hopkins, manager of the
parking lot, said he does not have
the authority to make any
changes in the lots either.
Olympic Plaza, Central Center
and Chestnut Hills are all owned
by out-of-state companies.
He said trying to get all three
landlords to meet and come to a
decision would be "next to
impossible."
"I'm not sure it's that they
don't care," he said. "But, they
don't see the problem."
Hopkins said to most people
from larger cities, Murray has
little to complain about when it
comes to traffic.
"They don't understand that
we're different drivers," he said.
Hopkins recognizes the problems. The solutions, unfortunately, are not so simple, he said.
"I really see no solution. Even
with controlled entrances it may
do away with serious wrecks, but
I don't see a way to fix the parking lots," he said.
Installing medians and stop
signs in traffic lanes poses some
liability problems for landlords,
according to Hopkins.
"Over the years we've tried to
figure out ways we can help," he
said.
Perhaps the biggest help would
be for drivers to use the driving
lanes rather than cutting across
parking lots, Hopkins said.
He said other shopping centers
have attempted to install stop
signs at the ends of traffic isles.

More times than not, a driver will
actually run over the stop sign.
Hopkins said those motorists
who cut across driving lanes cannot see a stop sign.
Additionally, installing
medians has posed problems for
other lot owners, Hopkins said. If
a motorists hits a median and
damages his car, he can attempt
to sue the parking lot owner for
damages, he said.
Elias said closing some of the
entrances to the Central Center
would alleviate some accidents.
Hopkins said he thinks closing
the entrances would only add to
the congestion.
Hopkins suggests 'installing a
traffic control device in front of
the Stewart Stadium entrance.
"But, to get a red light you'd
need an act of Congress," he said.
Hopkins said at one time he
tried to eliminate the Kmart and
both Wal-Mart entrances and
then install a four-lane
boulevard-type entrance for both
lots. He also suggested filling the
ditch between Kmart and Kroger.
"That makes a lot of sense," he
said.
However, both landlords could
not agree on the proposal.
Elias- agrees a stop light would
aid traffic flow and slow down
drivers on 12th Street. He also
concedes that getting a stop light
from state highway officials is
not an easy task.
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by remembering "the good
times."
"It's sad to think that someone
else will lose their life," she
said.
Bennett and Briscoe had gone
to Baze's home to arrest him on
outstanding charges from Toledo,
Ohio. The charges were assaulting a police officer and retaining
stolen property.
Both officers were shot in the
back, and Briscoe was shot in the
back of the head from close range
as he lay on the ground.
Earlier this year, Baze was sentenced -to 20 years in prison on
federal 'charges of being a convicted_ felon in possession of a
firearm.
There has not been an execution in Kentucky since March 2,
1962, when Kelly Moss of Henderson County went to the electric chair for killing his stepfather.

Both Elias and Hopkins said,
for now, drivers will have to take
their chances in the area.
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While it has since emerge,1
Chapter II protection and IN nL •
considered financially
those connected to the husrii;i
acknowledge that the arrancc
ment was ill-advised
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FROM OUR READERS
Parties should reconsider positions
Dear Editor:
Please consider this an open letter of encouragement to all those
good. well-intentioned folks in the Mayfield area who are in the
throes of torment and anguish over their current employment situation at the General Tire factory.
This old man has spent the greater part of his life knee deep in
the labor relations arena (one side or the other at different periods)
actively engaged in the "head-to-head" give-and-take art of the
making of working labor agreements. During that time I have,found
that if both parties to the dispute will, in good faith, sit down at the
"table" with the intention of first finding areas of mutual interest,
concern and goals, along with definitive visions of how to reach
those goals, an agreement then becomes probable.
However, if the parties persist in blaming each other for the current or longstanding problems, as perceived by each party, than an
agreement is not likely and may even be impossible. I fear both
parties to the General Tire labor dispute are to a great degree
locked in to the "It's all your fault..." mode, which I submit is a
non-issue at this point. More importantly, if the direction of this
dispute is allowed to play out unchanged, _then all concerned who
are involved in some way will suffer the economic consequences of
the parties' failure to reach an accord.
In a nutshell, as I understand the issues of dispute, the company
maintains that if the employees would agree to some certain working rule changes providing management some flexibility in shift
and other assignments, they then could become more competitive in
the marketplace and thereby afford greater job security for all, etc.
On the other hand, as I understand it, the employees feel the
company proposals are too onerous and result in pay reductions to
unacceptable levels — besides, they don't trust the company's
intentions with respect to how force reductions will be made. I also
note the employees feel shut out because it is felt the company is
unwilling to listen to employees who profess answers to some of
the company's problems.
Now, please understand, it is not possible for me to even pretend
to know all there is to know about the respective parties' positions
in this matter, nor do I profess having all the answers to this dilemma. My attitude and intent here is to simply offer encouragement to
the parties, suggesting, among other things, that their respective
positions be revisited in the light of the profound changes being
brought about by the NAFTA accord and now the GATT proposals.
The old rules of labor relations are changing now and will continue
to change in direct proportion to the way each political arrangement governing international trade bears upon such negotiation process. Notwithstanding how we may feel about such international
accords, one thing is quite clear. If we are to even hope for a leading competitive position in this "new world order," we must be
willing to adjust in the way we handle- our management-worker
relationships or we all fail.
I wonder what would happen if the parties were to, in good faith,
go back to the "table" (which I'm suggesting) and reconsider their
respective positions. Perhaps the company could reassure the
employees of its good intentions by holding in abeyance its plan
for immediate force reductions. Then perhaps the employees would
be willing to accept the company proposals with minor justifiable
changes. Such as,the provision for certain line employees being
included in a think tank or other planning process and an agreed-to
provision for a periodic review of the new agreement working rules
and adjustments made by agreement to meet changing conditions as
they occur.
Anyway, I'm sure others join me in wishing the management and
their employees the best of luck in whatever they do.
P.S. I hear the parties have returned to the "table," which is great
news. Good luck.
Robert H. Bright
803 Bagwell Blvd., Murray

Proper pruning is very important
Dear Editor:
Thank you for reprinting my article on pruning trees in the
December 15 issue of the Ledger. Perhaps taking this opportunity
to correct the headline on my article, "Pruning Trees Saps Tree's
Energy Reserves," will get the message out to a few more people.
It is not pruning, but the improper practice of topping, that saps a
tree's energy reserves. Proper pruning is based on knowledge of
each tree's structure and growth habits.
Here are some typical pruning situations in which the inferior of
two or three branches growing adjacent to one another is removed:
1 branches are growing too close together (crowding), 2) two
branches are crossing or rubbing, or 3) branch is dead or broken.
Whenever a branch is removed, it should be cut with a sharp saw or
pruning shears, either to just beyond the growth collar at the trunk,
or just beyond a lateral branch or bud. Topping or "roundover," is
not a proper pruning method, just as indiscriminately Cutting off an
animal's limbs without the aid of anatomical knowledge and the
purpose of enhancing life is not proper surgery.
So what should be done with trees growing under utility lines?
Even here, topping is not a good solution (see Pruning Trces Near
Electric Utility Lines. by Dr. Alex Shigo, former chief scientist
with the U.S. Fores! Service). Proper pruning methods for trees
growing under utility lines usually involve cutting a limited number
of branches back to the trunk (as Dr. Shigo says,"90 percent of the
time, three branches can be removed to provide 90 percent of the
clearance"). This method causes far less sprouting of adventitious
buds, and in the long run saves time and money. But a better
method that is aesthetically superior and will save far more money
in the long run is to "plant the right tree in the right place." That
means planting trees whose mature height is no more than 15-20
feet under utility lines. Ask your local nursery what trees fall into
this group.
II you have a tree under your lines like a maple or an oak that
wants to be a forest giant but has been topped into an unhealthy,
unsafe eyesore, it is suggested you contact the electric system for
removal. It will cost them, and us the taxpayers, far less in the long
run. Then plant a small-sized tree of your choice. In many communities, the utility company will also foot the bill for replanting a
.mall (15-20 foot mature size) tree, as the cost of removal and
replanting is so much less than pruning large trees in the long term.
David Slawson
Route 1, Box 24E, Almo 42020

When I was growing up.
Christmas season was probably
the worst time of year because
everyone was supposed to he
•-happy= If-the iipages •on kele vemonbore any resemblance to the
truth, one could -.assume that
everyone else's home was filled
with dimpled children, doting
grandparents, and affectionate
mothers and fathers kissing
beneath the mistletoe. Cookies
were baked, trees trimmed and
carols sung — all in perfect
harmony.
In those other, happy families,
I supposed that Christmas Eve
was devoted to good-natured rituals like reading aloud from "The
Night Before Christmas," preparing a snack for Santa Claus, and
prying open the last door on the
Advent Calendar.
Since my parents barely tolerated each other the rest of the
year, Christmas didn't improve
their antipathy. Probably struggling against chronic depression,
my mother had a hard time mustering the energy to shop for presents, much less wrap them.

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
As the boxes arrived from the
stores she'd telephoned to order
Oh, she marked each one with
the name of the recipient. That
my siblings and I could
wrap each other's presents, or
even our own. Seldom did we
peek. so determined were we to
culti% ate some of the spirit of the
season.
!Sly father's spirits were lifted
hy Haig & Haig and an apparentendless round of holiday business parties. His faithful secretary. Flossie, picked out his gifts
to my mother, which she left
under the tree long after the last
stocking was empty.
All day, we'd beg mother to
open her presents, and finally
he'd relent before we went to

bed Christmas night. Halfheartedly, she undid bows and ribbons,
and then handed the packages to
one of us, the children, to rip off
the paper and open the box.
We learned how to be excited
and grateful for her, and heaped
lavish praise on each item, hoping some of our enthusiasm
would rub off on her: or at least
warm up the chilly gulf of silence
between mother and father.
As the youngest of five, I don't
know exactly how things went
when my older siblings were
small, but as I reached the age of
four or five, they were in charge
of the holiday. On Christmas
morning, it was my brother, 10
years older than I, who went
downstairs first to make sure all

the presents were in place
beneath the tree. It was Roger, a
master of ceremony, who made
my sister Jeanne and me wait
.upskairs while he turned up the
heat and plugged in the tree
lights. Then he'd bid us to come
downstairs to unwrap the piles of
gifts awaiting us. It was always
hours before we saw my parents,
and then they appeared the way
the stars come out — one at a
time.
This is not a joyful tale to tell
so close to Christmas, but it is a
true one, after all. Tonight is the
longest night of the year, that
seasonal rite of passage known as
the Winter Solstice. It is a time
of reflection on things past and
present: a time to balance the
books and weigh light against
shadow.
As we pause to wait for the
sun's return, it is fitting to meditate on such things. If you can
bring light to yourself and others,
do it. Share it. Huddle together
for warmth. Sing. This is the
right time. There is darkness
afoot in the world.
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GUEST COMMENTARY

KERA:Scam of faddish curricula
By HUNT SMOCK
The headline story of 11-16-93
in The Courier Journal about the
gifted student program in Kentucky's school systems was very
interesting. In this education era
of political correctness and multicultural ethnicity, there appears
to be a desperateness about those
who support the Kentucky Education Reform Act to make everyone equal. The deliberate abolishment of academic tracking so as
not to offend anyone has taken on
a new meaning.
Whoever said that excellence
and equality were compatible or
even had to be compatible? We
are not all equal. To make everyone the same is to seek the very
lowest common denominator for
academic achievement. The
KERA is not trying to achieve
academic excellence, but rather
academic adequacy. This is the
mainstreaming of all children into
some academic cauldron, and as
in the witches brew, it all results
in the bitterness of mediocrity
and in the social leveling of students downward, not upwards.
Charles Whaley, a consultant,
wants to focus on special Services
and not special programs. Presumably, this means no special
program in reading, which is, the
beginning of all knowledge, but
rather as he says, "In the visual
and performing arts." It would
appear that these latter two
endeavors are extras in any
school curriculum and only come
after the basics of the three R's
have been mastered.
What we have here is political
redistribution. There is never any
mention of upward academic
mobility, rather we only hear the
spiritless cry for the mainstreaming of all students toward the
meaningless concept of academic
adequacy. KERA is wringing out
the cloth of prosperity, excellence, and achievement and trying to replace these goals by putting ignorance and knowledge on
an equal plane. It is the siren's
song of seduction: promising
knowledge without effort, education with minimal endeavor, and
the promise of a future that is
without personal cost: read
EASY.
The educational system of
today does not really begin to
require that individuals assume
any responsibility for their own
development. The scam of faddish curricula as personified by
the KERA is more insidious than
any cancer. The educational system is churning out semi-literate
students. Today's students read
nothing, know nothing and are as
complacent as stumps. Forty percent of American adults are functionally illiterate, and they are the
products of the public school system. My public grade school
teachers were motivated and
dedicated. They were on a mission to teach. If a student-parentsocial worker came in and said
that a student was from a single

parent disfunctional family, the
teacher would say, "Johnny. I'm
going to ask you-again. What is 4
times 4?"
The following is an example of
today's classroom activities. The
LA Times visited a suburban
Northridge Middle School where
it found classes in baseball-card
collecting, jigsaw puzzles, and
crocheting: A teacher said, "The
most important job in junior high
is not subject matter, but morale." Do parents who have children in public school have the
remotest idea what their children
arc not learning?
• Outcome Based Education is a
theory of education that has been
embraced by the devotees of the
KERA. This is a concept that was
conceived by William Spady, a
former Harvard sociologist, who
is now the head of something in
Colorado called High Success
Network on Outcome Based
Education.
The Pennsylvania Board of
Education defined Outcome
Based Education as the means of
achieving specific "knowledge,
skills, attitudes, and behavior."
Parental opposition caused the
board to drop the words "attitudes, and behavior" Outcome
Based Education is deliberately
and subjectively trying to manipulate the social values of children independently of parental
involvement. Homelessness,
racial prejudice, environmental
concerns, and multicultural attitudes are some of the causes that
Outcome Based Education
embraces in trying to make the
student a citizen of the world.
Who are these radicals whose
political activism denies reason
and who arc trying to mold children into citizens of the world.
These are extremists who know
everything and tolerate nothing.
Their cultural ignorance makes
them true believers in their oneworld cause. Their extremism
denies and inhibits their objectivity so that their hysterical clamor
and screaming makes them into
true believers. They are right and
everyone else is wrong. Is it more
important that Johnny knows
about the Bill of Rights, the correct half-century of the War
Between the States, the cause of
World War I and World War II,
or should he have the politically
correct programmed attitudes
towards such matters as global
resources, inequality, multiculturalism, homelessness, alternative
life*,les, and environmentalism?
the above are all worthy topics;
however, only after Johnny
knows ihe basics of grammar, literature, math, history, and language should these he pursued.
'I he educrats in education arc the
know nothings of today. If something is easy, teach it, and don't
cluiti..r a child's mind with
knowledge.
Outcome Based Education
opens a playground in the minds
:2

of students where any game may
be played. There are no boundaries, sidelines, or penalties. Outcome Based Education is sucking
knowledge away from education
and taking tax dollars to finance
an insidious manipulation of our
children's minds. They are taking
our resources from the highest
value area of the economy and
funneling it to the lowest. The
legislators of the Commonwealth
have been manipulated by the
educators who have taken the
ignorance of our elected officials
and have promised them a utopia
and a panacea. It is this El Dorado, this Never-Never Land, this
Eden, this Alice in Wonderland
charade that will be the intellectual death of education. The state
legislators have abrogated their
responsibilities. By passing the
KERA, they have given the
minds of children away to educational radicals. These people are
the race theorists, feminists, gay
rights activists who are trashing
the liberal-arts curriculum in the
name of fighting oppression.
They believe that success in curriculum should be judged less on
merit and more on political
expendiency, race, gender, and
sexual behavior. These people are
the Pied Pipers of a new wonderland to suit their own political
agendas. They are the false prophets of our time. Their arrogance, insolence, and superciliousness echo the contempt they
have for society and the ability of
the family to raise their own
children. We can only hope that
like the rats of Hamlin,'they will
drown in their own clutter.
Unfortunately, this will not
happen. Their tenacity and conceit can only be stopped by vigilent parents who will confront
school boards and elected officials with enough outrage so as to
end this educational scandal. The
afrocentrists, feminists, and transsexual rights activists will not
just go away. They will only
leave after western civilization
has been replaced with the new
order of the brave new world.
They want to destroy scholarship
and replace it with ignorance.
These people are elitists who
believe that they are superior to
non-acadcmians. They want
nothing less than the deconstruction of western values with minimal instruction of traditional
knowledge. These educational
revisionists are sinister and
relentless in their pursuit of
obliterating all forms of what is
called civilization.
In the name of diversity and
sensitivity, they would destroy
competition in the classroom. In
the name of self-esteem, they
would place ignorance and knowledge on an equal plane. In the
name of political correctness,
they would empower the marginal. These people believe that
America is facist, sexist, and
imperialistic, rnd that it is dominated by a partriarchal eurocentr-

ic cabal that denies the liberties
.,of minorities. They want to
replace individual initiative with
teamwork and mainstreaming so
that no one individual accepts
responsibility for his success or
failure. They want everyone to
have self-esteem which translates
into easy unearned grades. If a
person does not have self-respect
in his own value as an -individual,
then he can certainly not have
self-esteem even if it is given to
him by KERA for doing nothing
but being alive.
Education should be about
dynamism and achievement. It
should be about students seeking
new frontiers for achievement,
based on their knowlege of many
other disciplines such as history,
literature, and philosophy. It
should always be about forward
momentum grounded in the
knowledge-of our western heritage. To listen to the educational
revisionists, we should forget the
renaissance, reformation, and
restoration. Our cultural and religious heritage comes from the
first two, while the third overturned religious intolerance.
When was the last time anyone
heard anything complimentary
about America's public school
system or the products it is selling? No wonder there is a proliferation of private schools, at
home teaching, Christian academies, and voucher school systems.
We live in an unforgiving
world economy that requires education to compete. Not only do
we have to have specific knowledge as in a major field of study,
but we also need to understand
history, literature, philosophy,
and our own cultural heritage.
Read Western Civilization.
Our country is dangerously
close to throwing away its future
by allowing our schools to
become social engineering centers for indoctrination, rather than
educating our children to function
successfully in society. The
world for this social leveling is
dumb down. We are seeing the
de-education of America, and we
are racing toward national
illiteracy.
To say this whole concept is
corrupt would weaken .the word.
It is vulgar, obscene, perverted,
not to mention dishonest and
contemptible.
Finally, from the Chronicle of
Higher Education came the following advertisement? New York
University is searching for a
faculty member for something
called. "Gendered Performance."
The specific duties of the job
include "drag, transvestite performance, queer theories. Only
women and minority groups need
apply." NUFF SAID!
SOURCES:
Wall Street Journal
Louisville Courier Journal
Insight Magazine
Forhe Ataganne
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Murray students learn caring, compassion
Remember those Christmas gilt
exchanges in elementary school'
Bring a gift that costs S2.00 or
less, the teachers would instruct us.
Inevitably, there was one kid in the
class who brought a twenty dollar
gift that made everyone tIse's look
chintzy. There were kids who forgot
completely, and others who suffered endless embarrassment because their parents sent them with
an inappropriate gift.
Well, welcome to the nineties--the caring decade.
The kids at Murray Primary
School aren't exchanging presents
among themselves- this-year. Instead, they're sending gifts to needy
children, because as six-year old
Klesi Broughton points out, "some
kids don't have stuff, and we have
lots."
What's this? Isn't it politically
correct to say that Christmas has
deteriorated into a holiday that
celebrates consumerism? Aren't little kids supposed to be mercenary?
"We get to help other children,
and that makes me feel happy," said

and if they liked to draw pictures
Brittany Cunnginham. a student in
Holly Bloodworth's primary class.
and to decorate their papers with
Mrs. Wixidworth's class took the
colorful stickers, the Brazilian
lead in the primary school's "Bunchildren would too.
dles For Brazil" project, which has
"We care about them," says pracgrown to involve every teacher and
tical-minded Logan Schwettman,
every student in the school.
"and we can send them supplies so
Why Brazil?
they can go to school and learn
"There are lots of poor people in
things."
Brazil," point out Justin McDowell,
The response to the call for help
with an air of compassion and
has been overwhelming, Bloodunderstanding that sits well on his
worth said. Every classroom in
cherubic features. "And everyone
Murray Primary has its pile of
on the whole planet is a family." • school supplies, and practically
It's a wonderful sentiment for a evey child can point proudly to his
child to share,and the Brazil project contribution. The local Lions Club
nag - made it meaningful and real. has offered to pa'the postage, and
Two years ago, Mrs. Bloodworth
the Lions' Club in Goiana, Brazil,
spent several months in Brazil as will distribute the gifts to local
schools.
part of a teacher exchange program
On the last day of school, childoperated through the Lions Club.
She shared stories with her students ren drew pictures to tuck in the
about schools so poor the students packages for Brazil. They couldn't
write letters, because of the translahave to share the few books they
tion problem, but the pictures they
have,about children who can't even
color because they don't have drew of Santa Claus, Christmas
trees and children holding hands,
enough crayons.
shared love and caring—the best
And she told them Brazilian
children were just like they were, pan of the Christmas season—with
children they'll never meet.
The Christmas spirit was
throughout the whole school system, just as it is throughout the
community of Murray at Christmas
time.
At Murray High, where the teenagers were especially committed to
social causes, clubs and classes
were involved in a dozen charitable

protek ts Sonic
have been repeated e,r
so the students rarelv eel iiir
niuon their conuibution,
Home econoniks student,
sewed and stuffed Christina', siik
ings for shut-ins at the hospiul.
they have every year for a
years. The student council donate.'
$100 to the Fire Department •
Chnstmas toy drive. F13l.A student
were Christmas -angels," taking
their inspiration from the Christina,
angel tree in the Wal-Mart lobb.
and contributing money for a
spree. The Spanish Club,
shoping
which annually sponsors- a -Child
overseas, sent along $50 extra this
month for her Christmas gift
At Murray Middle's Transition
School, every class supported a
favorite project. The fourth and fifth
graders thought of their pets as well
as other pepple: when they decided
where to send the money, the Humane Society was always in the top
three vote-getters.
At Murray Middle's Main building, the student council placed
wide-mouthed jars in all classrooms
to collect spare change.
"This isn't a contest," representative Mary Kay Howard told het
homeroom. "Everybody just needs
to give as much as they can."
Every class in the school system
collected cans for Needline's Food
Drive, which they have done since
the founding of that organization.
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Calloway County
Public Library
We will be closed
Dec. 24. 25 & 26
to spend time with ourfamilies
Closed Dec. 31 at 5 p.m.
Closed all day Jan. 1

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

m-i; 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m. UPS

Hwy 641 Si.

Olympic Plata

753-2380
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May You Enjoy
a Season
of Peace
and Joy!
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Adam Yezerskl, a fourth grader at Murray Christian Academy, shows
Brandi Melvin how to use a math program on the computer.

Katie McNeary, a freshman at Murray High, has been selected student
of the week. The daughter of Sue and Paul McNeary, she is an honor
roll student, class officer and member of the academic team. Pictured.
Principal Bill Wells, McNeary, Bob Rogers, Century-21, and Greg DeLaney, WSJP.

In "Reining"Savings...
STOREWIDE 40% OFF
& MORE
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753-0411

Murray Paving Co., Inc.
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Holiday
Shopping
Hours

Recliners
From

Shop
Table Top
Accessories
and Wall
Hangings

Sunday
12:30 p.m. 'til 9:00 p.m.

40%off

Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. 'til 9:30 p.m.

Friday
8:00 a.m. 'til 6:00 p.m.

"Merry Christmas"
4.0•10.•

(!Trass
FURNITURE, INC.
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ko 1993 JCPenney Company

Open 8-5 Monday-Saiurday
103 South 3rd • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
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Chestnut Hills
Murray
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TODAY
CALENDAR
uescla • Dec. 21
Sri Guild sloved today
f.apti.1 Chur,h ev ents include
am and 3 pm
/LA
; r. 'stun Church events include
• • nu. for youth" a m /parlor
piscopal Church events
•
.rig Prayer's ls pm
; irganizatlosal Society tS0S)
• tx- ot Commerce Info/Jeanne.
- I inda, 437-4414
t enter open 10 a m _2 pm for
:rns' activities
'..mmunIty Center open 8 a.m -4
--n or citizens' activities.
ommunity Center open 9 30
p m for senior citizens'
'K nights

of Columbus

irst Presbyterian Church/6
s.uso64
hapter of Hardin," p m /Hardin
nonymousi6 p.m
',ris
•:is:.
Optimist Club/b• 30
..ncria.:.c Restaurant.
,•h ,ilics Antonymous/open meeting/8
•. ,,,71:ar Legion Hall. South Sixth
Streets.
r Support Group meeting/3
atonal Unit of Murray- • Count!. Hospital Info/762-1389
:4County Public Library events
and Twos/9:30 a.m. and
30 am
,
County High School Junior
:i,iv s. and Freshman Boys and
I.orie Oak/6:30 p.m.
I;, toeen the Lakes events include
Medley!: p.m./Golden Pond
Viednesday, Dec. 21
‘rt Guild closed today.
crv Anonymous/no meeting
t. HS Community Center.

SUBSCRIBE! I

Tuesday. Dec. 21
Hazel Centeriopen 10 am 2 pm /for
.emor Miens. actoittes
1%eaks Center/open is am 4 pm /for
,emor sitizens. activates
Calloway County Publi4: Library events
tmlude Parents and Tvios19 30 a m and
Story Hour/10 30 a m
Hardin Post Office open house/8 30
a in -noon
Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible classes/7 p.m
Glendale Road Church of Christ even s
inJude Bible classes/7 p.m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kid's Klubs. Bible Explosion. Youth
Bible Study, College Career Bible Study.
Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
International Supper/5:30 p.m.; Youth and
Mission Groups/7 p.m.; Choir rehearsal/S
p.m_
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer meeting, RAs and GAs/6:30 p.m.
First .Baptist Church exents include Fellowship Suipper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Family Night at
.Cbristmas/6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Reunion Group/8_ a.m.; Evangelism
Committe/noon; Choir Practice17:30 p.m.:
Youth Christmas Party/Lock-in/10:30
p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous open meeting/11
a.m./American Legion Building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Murray State University Racers host
Mississippi/8 a.m./Racer Arena.

The Elves Have
Already Made Some
Deliveries To
Our Store.
Come In &
Pick Out
Yours!
J.T. LEE, Jeweler
Dixieland Ctr. • Chestnut St. • Murray • 759-1141
"Where your

Ideas

Mon.-Fri. 10-6 / Sat. 10-4

turn

to gold."

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Scribbles now on sale
Scribbles, the literary anthology which features the prose, poetry
and artwork of children in primary school through grade four, has
recently been published by the Murray Independent School District.
Additional copies of the anthology are available for $3.50 through
the central office of the school system by calling 753-4363.

Overeaters Anonymous will not meet

Mr. and Mrs. Gradie Stubblefield

Anniversary reception
will be held on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Gradie Stubblefield of Rt. 2, Hazel, will be honored at
a reception in celebration of their 60th wedding anniversary.
The event, hosted by their children, will be Sunday, Dec. 26, from 2
to 3:30 p.m. in the multipurpose room of Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield were married Dec. 23, 1933, in front of
-Tater House" at Buchanan, Tenn., with Magistrate'Patterson officiating. Their attendanCS were Lata Lassiter Garner, sister of the bride,
Ewin Stubblefield, brother of the groom, and Faye McClure and Alon
McClure, friends.
Mrs. Stubblefield, the former Frances Holland, is the daughter of
the late Elbert Lassiter and Effie Holland Lassiter.
Mr. Stubblefield is the son of the late James Stubblefield and Ada
Lawson Stubblefield.
Their five children are .James Warren Stubblefield and wife, Virginia, Tucson, Ariz., Glen Stubblefield and wife, Brenda, Eddie Bruce
Stubblefield and wife, Carolyn, and Mrs. Cheryl Satterwhite and husband, Bobby, all of New Concord, and Mrs. Jane Potts and husband,
Jamie, Kirksey.
The couple has 15 grandchildren, six great-grandchildren, and two
stepgreat-grandchildren.

Emily Carol
Crouse born
May Santa
make all your
wishes come true
during this
festive season.

Yours, Mine and Om
Court Square
753-4087

Visa/MC/Discovery

Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Crouse of
Rt. 2, Box 276C, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Emily Carol Crouse, born on Wednesday,
Dec. 8, at 5:05 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
2
/
pounds and measured 181
inches. The mother is the former
Laura Reinhardt. A sister is Carrie Ann Crouse.
Grandparents are Elvin and
Anita Crouse, Rt. 2, Murray, and
Don Reinhardt, Louisville. Greatgrandparents are James and Virginia Brandon and Z.B. and Reba
Crouse, all of Rt. 2, Murray.

Lincoln Hughes
Miller is born

To Our Friends:
As the 9-fotiday Season approaches our
thoughts turn to the true meaning ofthis happy
time.
During the course ofthe year andin the rush
of events, we tend to overtook the important
friendships that are thereatbasis ofaffbusiness
relationships.
And.so it is that we wouuf like to set aside
the routine of business and express our sincere
hope that your 9-foriday Season zed(be Yoyous
and Happy and that the New Year wiff bring
Good Health andProsperity to You and Yours.
With
Sincere
Best Wishes...

Mr. and Mrs. Bud Miller of
1519 Johnson, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Lincoln Hughes
Miller, born on Tuesday, Dec. 14,
at 11:03 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds seven ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is
the former Donna Cole. They
have another son, Coley, 6, and a
daughter, Jessica, 9.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Rob Miller and Mr. and Mrs.
Norville Cole, all of Murray.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous will not meet on Wednesdays,
Dec. 22 and Dec. 29. The next reorganizational meeting will be
Wednesday, Jan. 5, at 5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr.
This is open to all interested persons. OA is a fellowship of men
and women from all walks of life who meet in order to help solve a
common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement
for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no
fees, no weigh-ins and no diets.

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every.
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

Loretta Jobs
REALTORS
3o3 North 12'
University Square
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Christmas service at St. John's
The traditional Christmas Eve Liturgy will begin Friday, Dec.
24, at 11 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 Main St., Murray. Carol singing will precede the service at 10:45 p.m. Fr. Andre
Trevathan, vicar of St. John's will be celebrant and preacher. The
Holy Eucharist will also be celebrated Christmas morning, Dec. 25,
at 10 a.m.

Memorial will host dinner
Memorial Baptist Church will entertain the Internationals here
for Friendship International of Blood River Baptist Association on
Wednesday, Dec. 22. The dinner will be served at 5:30 p.m.,
according to the Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor.

Methodists plan service
First United Methodist Church will have a service of Candles,
Carols and Communion On Friday, Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. Come and Go
Communion will be from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m., according to the Dr.
Jerry Jeffords, pastor, who invites the public to attend.
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Presbyterians plan service
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First Presbyterian Church will have a Christmas Eve Communion
service on Friday, Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. The Rev. Ann Marie Mongomery and the Rev. David M. Montgomery will be co-pastors.
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Family night on Wednesday

Carl

Family Night at Christmas will be at First Baptist Church on
Wednesday, Dec. 22, at 6:30 p.m. This will consist of special
talents of members and friends of the church.
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First Christian plans service
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First Christian Church will have a Candlelight Communion service on Friday, Dec. 24, from 8 to 11 p.m. Dr. David Roos, pastor,
invites the public to attend.
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Gene Landolt patient at Memphis

•

Gene Landolt of Murray is a patient at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. Persons may send him cards and letters to
Gene Landolt, Baptist Memorial Hospital, 899 Madison, Room
1489, Memphis, Tenn. 38146. He may be telephoned at
1-901-227-1489.

Hardin Post Office Open House

Mrs

shir

The

A

Hardin Post Office will have a Christmas Open House on Wednesday, Dec. 22, from 8:30 a.m. to noon."Cookies, candy and punch
will be served. Everyone is welcome to attend, according to Brent
Armstrong, postmaster. The post office is normally closed from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. for lunch; however the post office will remain open
through the day until Friday, Dec. 24,.to make it more convenient
for those mailing cards and packages.

Bus trip for Kentucky game planned
The Leisure Life will be traveling to Athens, Ga., on Jan. 8 and 9
to see the University of Kentucky Wildcates take on the Georgia
Bulldogs. Price of the trip will be $107 and includes transportration, ticket to game, over night lodging in Athens, continental
breakfast, tax, tips and baggage handling. Reservations are due by
Friday, Dec. 31. Call Martha Covey at 753-1893 for more
information.

Blood River course offered
Blood River Baptist Association will, offer a Seminary Extension
Course, New Testament Survey, party III, (NT 3167). This will
bckl la survey of the early church, Pentecost to Patmos, Acts
through Revelation. The cost for the class will be $35 registration
and books for $30.94. The class will meet on Mondays from 7 to 9
p.m. for nine weeks beginning Jan. 17. For more information call
Terry M. Sills, Director of Missions, at 437-4203.
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Pier l's Christmas Collection

25°h-50%+ off
Let Murray's Pier 1 solve your last-minute gift and
decorating dilemmas. Our one-of-a-kind collections offer a variety of unique easy solutions

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Pier1 imports
University Plaza • Chestnut St., Murray
Mon -Fri. 9-8 / Sat. 9-6 / Sun. 1-5
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Filled party baskets are good cittE

SERVICE NOTES
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas William Percarpio

Thurmond-Percarpio
wedding vows are said
First United Methodist Church of Murray was the setting for the fall
wedding of Kendra Dianne Thurmond of Columbia, Md., and Thomas
William Percarpio of Long Valley, NJ.
Parents of the bride are Mrs. Carol Lane of Murray and Kenneth
Thurmond of Mayfield. Her grandparents are Mrs. Evic Todd and
Mrs. Mary Thurmond of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William Percarpio of Long
Valley, N.J.
Dr. Jerry Jeffords and Fr. Peter Hughes presided at the double ring
ceremony. Music was by Ms. Lee Kern of Carbondale, Ill., organist,
and William Tichnor of Murray and Miss Elizabeth Junker of Hopkinsville, soloists. Lectors were Miss Paige Markle of Marco Island,
Fla., and Mrs. Christy Wooley of Mayfield.
Given in marriage by her parents, the bride wore a traditional candlelight gown with a pearl and sequined fitted bodice featuring alencon
lace. The long fitted sleeves featured matching lace netted motifs and
formed deep points with lavish sequins and pearls. Rosette bows were
on the sleeves and in back. Her full skirt of organza had matching
motifs overlaid on a satin skirt.
Her floor length veil of organza and scattering of sequins and pearls
was attached to a satin cap bow. Her jewelry included a strand of
pearls and matching earrings, gifts Of the groom. She carried a cascade bouquet of ivy, white gardenias, white roses, lilies and baby's
breath.
Teresa Hamilton of Seiverville, Tenn., was the maid of honor and
Mrs. Cheryl Selby of Oak Ridge, Tenn., was matron of honor. Bridesmaid was Mrs. Brigette Frei of Miami, Fla. Junior bridesmaids were
Sarah Lane of Paducah and Katherine Percarpio of Waterbury, Conn.
They wore gowns of fuchsia satin with shoes to match and pearl
earrings. They cafficd bouquets of light pink and hot pink roses mixed
with ivy and baby's breath.
Blair Lane, daughter of Mr.. and Mrs. Dennis Lane of Paducah, was
flower girl. She wore a candlelight satin dress with a matching pearl
necklace, bracelet and earrings. She carried a white. basket with fuchsia roses petals.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with a candlelight shirt. His boutonniere was a white rose with baby's breath.
Dennis Murray of Long Valley, brother-in-law of the groom, was
best man. Groomsmen were Bruce Thurmond, brother of the bride,
and Henri Birmele of Miami, Fla. Ushers were Robbie Percarpio of
Waterbury, Conn., cousin of the groom, and David Todd of Murray,
cousin of the groom.
Ring bearers were Alex and Andrew Lane, twin sons of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Lane of Paducah.
The men attendants wore black tuxedoes with ruffled candlelight
shirts and had boutonnieres of fuchsia roses and baby's breath.
Mary Ann Todd, cousin of the bride, presided at the guest register.
The wedding was directed by Mrs. June Vander Molen.
A reception followed at the Murray Country Club.
The bride's table, overlaid with a floral cloth, held the three tiered
wedding cake adorned with fuchsia roses and seed pearls topped with
a bride and groom statuette, a gift of Coleen McGowan, aunt of the
groom. The groom's chocolate cake featured hearts with hot pink outlines and the bridal couple's names in the center. The guests were
served a buffet dinner.
Serving were Mrs. Linda Todd, Mrs. Nancy Todd. Mrs. Vicki Todd
and Mrs. Nancy Thurmond, all aunts of the bride. Mrs. Cheryl Whitaker of Murray directed the reception. Musid was by Roger Hutson- of
Hazel.
After a honeymoon in Antigua, West Indies, the new Mr. and Mrs.
Percarpio are residing in Columbia, Md.
Wl< MS 91.3 FM

Presents

A FestivalOf Nine
Lessons
And
Caro&

THOMAS R. PHILLIPS
AIR FORCE AIRMAN BASIC THOMAS R. PHILLIPS has
graduated from Air Force basic
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas.
During his six weeks of training, Phillips studied the Air Force
mission, organization and cystoms and received special training in human relations. In addition he earned credits toward an
associate degree through the
Community College of the Air
Force.
Phillips, a 1993 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
the son of John T. and Lenora J.
Phillips of Rt. 6, Murray.
•

•

•

•

NAVY AIRMAN RECRUIT
JOHN M. AUSTIN, is currently
deployed in a six-month Western
Pacific and Persian Gulf deployment aboard the aircraft carrier,
USS Abraham Lincoln, homeported in Alameda, Calif., as lead
ship of the USS Abraham Lincoln
Battle Group.
The battle group is operating in
support of the U.N. sanctioned
"no-floy zone" over Southern
Iraq. As part of this effort, known
as Operation Southern Watch, the
Lincoln's air wing, Carrier Air
Wing Eleven, is conducting regular surveillance operations over
the region.
Austin, a 1992 graduag of
Murray High School, joined the
Navy in - November 1992. He is
the son of Clegg F. and Faye B.
Austin of 1227 Dogwood Dr.,
Murray.
•

•

•

BARBARA ALBRICIIT
Fur AP Features
A Southwestern Party Basket,
tilled v.ith homemade relish and
jelly .an he a thoughtful gift for
your ta.orite hostess on New
Year's Eye.
Cover the jars with a colorful
fabric jar topper. Glue twine as a
border on the labels to give the
jars a rustic look. Package these
festive jars in a twig basket along
with a block of cream cheese,
crackers and colorful bandanna
napkins.
Gift baskets filled with homemade foods and small, personal
gilts at appropriate -for other
occasions as well.
To make a Sunshine Basket for
a friend who needs a little cheering up, fill a basket with freshly
baked breads or muffins and
homemade preserves. Add a book
filled with happy quotations, a
romantic or mystery novel, a
blank journal, a pretty teacup
with tea bags, chocolates, bubble
bath, scented soaps or "coupons" for an afternoon of free
baby-sitting or mowing the lawn.
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grocer do.tor,
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A Birthday Breakfast Basket
can proc ide the makings for a
birthday part} for a L(0./..(41(L•r
Decorate cupcakes or mutt Us
with birthday candles Irk uk J
thermos of gourmet Lott ee
in a birthday card and a small
potted plant or fresh or dried
flowers to complete the gilt
When romance is in the am till
a lace-lined basket with Jars of
homemade jams and jellies along
with a cut-glass jelly server —
great for a wedding gilt. Tuck in
a bouquet of flowers and a heartshaped sachet along with a bottle
of champagne and glasses. Cover
the jars with ivorycolored tar
toppers.
Finally, the next time you're
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Couple feted at events
Several bridal events were
given in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas William Percarpio prior
to their wedding at First United
Methodist Church, Murray. Mrs.
Percarpio is the former Kendra
Dianne Thurmond.
Mr. and Mrs. William Percarpio of Long Valley, NJ., were
hosts for a rehearsal dinner held
at Brass Lantern Restaurant,
Aurora. Covers were laid for 72
persons.
Mrs. Patti Murray of Long
Valley, N.J., entertained with a
bridal shower.
Mrs. Cheryl Whitaker, Mrs.
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Claire Benton, Mrs. A.R. Hatcher, Mrs. James Payne, Mrs.
Janice Johnson and-Mrs. Saundra
Edwards were hosts for a household shower held in Murray.

I v r L
On the Court Squar,

114 S. ith St

A family household shower
was given in Murray by Mrs.
Linda Todd, Mrs. Nancy Todd
and Mrs. Vicki Todd, all aunts of
the bride.

753-32:5

.
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A surprise personal shower
was given by employees of the
Baltimore-Washington Mariott
Hotel where the new Mrs. Percarpio is employed as an executive
meetings' manager.

Jesus
is the Reason for
the Season!

nerry Christmas
from

Jane Brandon
at

Jane's Attic

•

Court Square

Poison safety
measures listed
for emergency
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NEW YORK (AP) — Thousands of children under the age of
5 are the victims of accidental
poisoning each year, and here are
some safety measures to help
protect those who have a tendency to eat and drink almost
anything:
— Read all household product
labels.
— Store items where children
cannot reach them and return
them pcipptly after use.
=Don't throw old medicines
away in a trash basket. Destroy
them. Pour medications down the
toilet or drain. Rinse the containers before discarding them.
— Never call any kind of
medicine "candy." When alone,
children may eat or drink these
medicines thinking they are
"treats."

Residents of West View Nursing Home and Fern Terrace Lodge are pictured having dinner served to them at Calloway County Middle School.
This was a part of activities of TNT Plus Group of the school with
Debbie Rogers and Patricia Alibritten as teachers. Mildred Adams is
lunch room coordinator at Calloway County Middle School.
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"Home for Christmas '

5 Piece
Place Setting

Open hate Until Christmas
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We will be open until 8 p.m. through Christmas.
Sundays • 1-5 p.m.
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ONE DAY ONLY
Wednesday, December 22

JCPenney

Murray

% OFF
'Must Present
Coupon

I IE SPIRIT OF
the season
rings througirt)le
air on Christmas
Eve with A festival
of Nine Lessons and
Carols: For mom than '<
sixty years,the renowned
choir of King's College in

Cambridge, England, has
..delivered their uplifting
message of peace
and goodwill to listeners around the
world Join in this
worldwide celebration
--and fill your horny
with the sounds of Christmas.

WORLD-WIDE BROADCAST
DECLMBER 24, 9 A.M. CENTRAL TIME
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You choose the item - we'll take 30% off the regular price!
One item only. Just in time for the holiday!
(Does not include gift certificates, catalog, styling salon, gift wrap. fragrances, or sale or clearance items. May not De
redeemed for cash, used for payment on account, or in combination with any other JCPenney coupon

I Valid Wed., December 22
----- MEM
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Office Phone: Catalog Phone:JCp
759-4080
759-1400
1-800-222-6161
Salon Hours:
Mon-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Frl. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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MSU center awarded grants
Muria) Slakl UtIlVersi{ s Cent...r
for Env ironniemal Education ha,
been awarded more than S42.( )(lin
grant money from The Council on
Higher Education and the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The Council on Higher Education awarded the center a S36.59 I
Eisenhower Math and Science Education grant which will be used to
train teachers to integrate math and
science using environmental education as a theme. The Environmental
Specialist Pilot relates to several
goals of the Kentucky Education
RefQmi Act (KERA), and it will
help teachers train other teachers in
using environmental education as a
means of integrating math and science. In addition, it provides an
opportunity for some of the environmental specialists to be involved
in teaching math and science at the
primary, middle school, high school
and university levels in Rostov-on
Don, Russia.
Participants in the Environmental
Specialist Pilot will be selected
from a pool of interested teachers
who have head beginning level
training in environmental education. They will study ecosystems of

Warmest wishes
(BRIGGS & STRATTON) for the happiest

Murray schools publish
'Scribbles' by students
Scribbles, the literary anthology
which features the prose, poetry,
and artwork of children in the
primary school through grade four,
has been published by the Murray
Independent School District.
Its publication was made possible
this year by a personal donation to
the Murray schools by John Mack
Carter,in honor of the contributions
made by his father, W.Z. Caner,
who was superintendent of the
school system ih the 1950s, and his
mother, who was a teacher in the
Murray schools,
"We are here today to celebrate
Scribbles," Murray Transition
School principal Pat Sciber told the
students at an assembly held Friday.
"Those of you whose work is represented in the anthology have
joined a long line of accomplished
Murray writers and artists."
She told the children that Mr.
Carter's support was important be-

By ANDY DENNIS
The Daily News

We'd like to say ...

Thankyou and Holiday Greetings
from everyone at W.A.T.C.H. to
all of our friends in the community.
Holidays bring memories of friends made throughout the year.
We would especially like to recognize the following contributors who helped make the
1993 golf tournament a tremendous success, bringing in $7,195 for the Center.
Amencan Airlines
Appliance Works
Auto Zone
Bank of Murray
Bethany Pate
Bethel & Sina Richardson
Big Apple Cafe
bill Adams Construction
Boone's Laundry & Cleaners
Briggs & Stratton
Bnght's of Murray
-Buddy Parker
Carroll Mazda-Nissan. Inc.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors
Charlie Hargrove
Claire Benton
Cook's Jewelry
Corn-Austin Clothing
Crass Furniture
D.K Kelley
Dairy Queen
Dennison HuntSporting
Goods
Dr Burton Young
Du nplins
Far Lands Travel
Fa: es Custom Embroidery

Frank Hivason
Granny's Home Cookin'
H.T. Marketing Inc.
Happiness Place
Hill Electric
Hilliard-Lyons
Holland Drug
Holland Medical
Jacob Abbott
John Downs
John Lee Fisher
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Kathy Miller
Kenlake State Resort Park
Knights of Columbus
Kopperud Realty
Leon Riley Ford-Benton. Ky.
Leta's Beauty Salon
Mademoiselle Shop
Mane Event
Martha's Restaurant
McGee Pest Control
Miller Funeral Home
Miller Golf Course
Molly Jones
Mr. Gatti's Pizza
Mur-Cal Realty

Murray Country Club Pro
Sholi
Murray Florist
Murray Home & Auto
Murray Insurance Agency
Murray Ledger 8c Times
Murray State University
Athletic Department
Murray Supply
New Life Bookstore
Oak's Country Club
Pro Shop
Owen's Food Market
Pagliai's Pizza
Pam's Cake Hut
Parker Ford
Paschall Truck Lines
People's Bank
Pet-tro Food, Fuel & Lottery
Piggly Wiggly
Pocket's Shell Food Mail
Professional Real Estate
Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt, Ins.
Republic Savings Bank
Richardson, Howe & Melton,
CPA's

Ricky Atkins
Robert's Realty
Rolling Hills Nursery
Roper's Donuts
Ross Insurance
Roy's Pharmacy
Rudy's Restaurant
Ryan Milk Co.
Serval] Termite & Pest Control
Shoe Shack
Shoe Tree
Sirloin Stockade
Storey's Food Giant
Sullivan's Par-3 Golf
Suzanne Simon Ryan
Ti's Bar-B-Q
Temptations Restaurant &
Catering
The Edge
The Gallery
Towery Construction
Treas Lumber Do-It-Center
Twin Lakes Office Products
WSJP Radio
Wallis Drugstore
Wal-Mart
William's Radiator & Glass
Wingfoot Golf Shop

In addition, responses to our 1993 Mail-a-thon now total over $5,000.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Children's dreams of toys are
quietly crafted in the form of letters to Santa, and Mr. Claus has
Andy Dye as a helper in dealing
with those requests.
Dye is not an elf — officially
his job title is customer assistance clerk at Bowling Green's
downtown post office — but one
of his more enjoyable duties, he
said, is being the postal employee
who gets to process letters
addressed to Santa Claus, letters
that often carry the address "The
North Pole."
If those letters have a return
address, Dye changes from a customer assistance clerk into one of
•
Santa's little helpers.
"It's real enjoyable for me to
read them," he said.
About 200 such letters_ each
year are received at the post
office here, according to Postmaster Judy Myers.
"Most of them don't have
postage on them," Myers said.

SUBSCRIBE

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
oCall Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

you

r generousity helps W.A.T.C.H. carry out the day-to-day needs of many adult specially
challenged Calloway County residents and allows them to become proud and resourceful citizens.
Consistent community donations is our lifeline since hardly a week passes that we don't receive
a request to provide additional services through W.A.T.C.H. If you know of someone that we
could assist, please contact us for a confidential consultation. We have many clients available for
jo'o placements. If you arc a business owner interested in the supported employment program, we
arc anxious to discuss and develop a plan to include your specific interests. A new video cassette
that sketches our entire program is now available for presentations.Call us anytime to arrange your.
special viewing.
There arc many, many people other than those listed who are dedicated supporters of
W.A.T.C.H. Please know that each of you are remembered throughout the entire year, as well as
during the holiday season.

Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped
702 Main, Murray, KY 42071

sitter 19;o when lfic t.clitcr was
founded, she said. The center has
grown and expanded with the financial suppon of these agencies. The
TVA grant totaled S6.500 and is
intended for supporting the mission
of the center for the 1993-94
academic year.
The mission of the center is to
provide environmental education
resources and programs to regional
school districts and communities; to
develop, field test and disseminate
environmental education curriculum; and to provide pre-service and
inIseryice teacher training, in the
broad subject matter area of environmental education.
The center, which includes a
resource collection of over 2,000
volumes of environmental education resources, is housed in rooms
226, 227 and 117 of Wells Hall on
the Murray State campus.

cause it proved what they wrote and
drew was valuable and capable of
attracting the attention of someone
who played a significant role in
American publishing.
She also said that she was pleased
the reorganization of Murray
Elementary School into a primary
school and a transition school gave
her the opportunity to read and
enjoy Scribbles and to know the
contributors personally.
This is the sixth year for Scribbles. The anthology has been recognized in Kentucky as a major coritill
butor to the strength of the writing
program in the Murray City
Schools.
Scribbles was distributed to
children whose work is represented
in its pages last week. Additional
copies are available for $3.50 from
the central office of the Murray
Independent School District, 7534363.
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Postal worker enjoys role
as Bowling Green's Santa

ofholiday seasons.

,
ligi411

lkqcsl. sucatit .id Mid looking
tor spe,,t lc applicants that :an be
al.iric,1 tor a sdlool-sile and %pc,itn. grade leyels. Each six...1,111st
N ill be inyolved in a concentrated,
in depth study of the interaction of
ience. math and other subjects.
The y will use training methods such
as discovery, inquiry, guided inquiry, hands-on math and science
and others.
The training is a collaboration of
MS11's Center for Environmental
Education, the department of
elementary and secondary education,the Tennessee Vallu Authority's Land Between the Lakes and the
West
Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative in Murray. Teachers
who are interested in participating
should call Ruth Jacquot,director of
the center, at (502) 762-2534.
Murray State has had a working
relationship with these agencies

Phone: 759-1965

But in Bowling Green, at least,
the letters don't get filed away
forever. A form letter — from
Santa Claus — is sent to the
children who think to include a
return address.
The letter said Santa will try to
deliver on their requests and in
the meantime that the children
should obey their parents, Dye
said.
"It goes on to say that Santa
hears from everyone that you've
been good this year and that the
reindeer are getting excited,"
Dye said.
Most of the letters are lists of
toys, some of which get lengthy,
Dye said.
"I had one come in this year
that was six index cards, filled
out on the back and front, of
toys," he said. "Occasionally,
some of them are kind of humorous. Had one where this little boy
asked Santa for all this stuff and
wanted something for his dog.
"But he said not to bring a ball
because 'that's what I'm getting
him,— he said.
Others detail family problems
and ask Santa for help. It's those
letters that affect Dye the most,
he said.
"Some of them really make
you thankful for what you've
got," he said. "You think you've
got problems until you look at
someone else. We don't get as
many of those as you might
think."
Some of the letters are sent to
various Warren County agencies
that might be able to assist those
families in need, Ms. Myers said.
"They take it from there," she
said. "Some of the letters are just
adorable; some are funny; some
of them are really heart rending."
But they are answered if
possible.

Happy
New Year

Merry
Christmas

from The Shriners
Due to the upcoming holiday, there
will be no Bingo on Dec. 24.
Bingo will resume on Thursday, Dec. 30 at 7 p.m.
9,800 Letter H Jackpot!!
.
•

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North

•
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EDUCATION

Students In Susan Fisher's class at Murray Middle show Christmas
craft projects they made In Tech-Prep class.

Billie Pritchett, Jordyn Randoip and Matthew GIngles, primary students
In Ruth Potts class at Soutwest Elementary, are making Indian
utensils.

The Kentucky Commission for Handicapped Children's puppet show,
"Count Me In," was presented to students at Southwest, East and Nort'.
Elementary schools last month.

Family I primary students from North Elementary toured the MurrayCalloway County Airport with manager Johnny Parker.
Amanda Peel, Adam Hicks and Adam Herdon plan a city and gave a
presentation to their class at Calloway County Middle School.
Art teacher Karl Flood (right) assists primary student Jay Perry in a
ribbon cutting ceremony on Dec. 6. Perry was the first Carter transfer
student to enter the new addition at Robertson.

Arra
Derek Chandler, Erick Braddock and Aaron Carol, CalloAa
School students, work on their city planning project.

Students at East Elementary completed a unit on tennis. Jennifer Oliver
demonstrates a forehand ,stroke.
MSU Food Service Department employee Terri Benton helped students
In Tina Dunn's class at Robertson make and decorate gingerbread
houses.

North Elementary students visited the Penny Pumpkin Patch where
Johnny Gingies explained the life cycle of the pumpkin from planting to
harvest.

Christie Edmonson, Arnie Russell and Noah Rogers, seniors at Calloway County High School, type rough drafts of research papers on a
word processing program.

-

7

All
..
Rai
Cassie Bright (right) teachers Jarrod Al aiou and his mother, Monica,
how to decorate gingerbread houses as part of an afterschool class for
Robertson and Murray Middle school students.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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CHECK
Your child's education is very
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important to us. That is why we
carry a large inventory of educational
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help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and see the many different
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Calloway County freshman Susie Richter (center) reads her persona
narrative to a peer group (Ginger Stockwell, left, and

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.
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titles we have to offer.

READMORE

Larry Conger (center), a conert artists and builder of the Appalachian
Mountain Dulcimers performs for students at East Calloway with the
help of Greg Wilson and Jennifer Todd.

Chestnut Hills
Murray

Parent / Teacher
Educational Supply

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years
Csak) B Cornelison, Director
Kathy E W,son Assistant Director

Downtown Murray • 753-5968

109 South 15th • Murray • 753-5227
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Boring Giants continue exciting run
;iants top Saints 24-14; set up Jan. 2 showdown
y DAVE GOLDBERG
' Spans Writer
N1-w ORLEANS (AP) — The
(k York Giants are:
A. Methodical: B. Boring: C,
Ott

D, All of the Above.
l'he answer has to be "D"
the Giants dismantled the
.,•\( Orleans Saints 24-14 Monnight behind two touchdown
.isss by Phil Simms and a
-yard punt return by Dave
•I.:ggett.
It was their sixth straight win
kept them on course for the

1993 regular season's Game of
the Century, a meeting Jan. 2 at
Giants Stadium with Dallas
which probably will decide the
NFC East title and home field in
the NFC playoffs.
"They looked like what we
used to be," said Vince Buck of
the Saints, who have now lost
seven of nine after a 5-0 start.
Now 11-3, they also looked
remarkably like the team that
won the Super Bowl three years
ago, controlling the ball for 36
minutes, 14 seconds.
The Giants held the Saints to
just 11 yards rushing — the third-

lowest figure in NFL history.
That with a defense minus the
injured Michael Brooks, New
York's premier run-stuffer.
"We've got something going
here that could be real positive if
we continue," said center Bart
Oates, the 35-year-old veteran of
the team's 1986 and 1990 teams
that won Super Bowls.
The Giants were 14-18 in two
years under Ray Handley before
Dan Reeves arrived to blend the
current mesh of rookies with
veterans.
This one went to some of the
veterans led by the 38-year-old

Simms, who hit 10 of his first 12
passes and finished 15 of 23 for
166 yards.
Mark Jackson. a veteran of
three Super Bowls with Reeves in
Denver, caught five passes,
including a 9-yard TD: Howard
Cross, a 1990 veteran, caught the
other, a 17-yarder, and Meggett,
one of the NFL's top all-purpose
backs for five years, closed it out
with his punt return for a
touchdown.
"They just put it to us," said
Saints' coach Jim Mora, who
• See Page 11

CBS loses NFL, keeps Dave
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — At least they've still got Letterman.
CBS, the network that once had everything, has seen the highroller's worst nightmare come full circle, losing major league baseball and the NFL in one year.
Making matters even worse, the NFL allowed NBC to retain
rights to the AFC on Monday even though CBS made a higher bid.
The announcement came just two days after the NFL confirmed
that CBS had lost the NFC to Rupert Murdoch's maverick Fox television network. Fox offered an astounding S1.58 billion, outbidding
CBS by about $400 million.
And the old high-roller had been high-rolled.
CBS then immediately offered $250 million a year for the AFC,
outbidding NBC by about $30 million per year.
In addition to the AFC games, NBC also will get two Super
Bowls, in 1996 and '98.
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Trey Day

E3ucy's shooting ends
three-game losing skid
aft Report
.ray Ledger & Times
I i_TON — Calloway Couns Lady Lakers bounced back
•rim Friday's emotional loss at
\furray High and ended a three(Lime losing streak all in one
• oop Monday night..
Senior Vanessa Bucy drilled
,
ur 3-pointers, translating into a
,-2.irn-high 16 points, to lead the
acly Lakers (5-3) to an 83-39
.in over Fulton City.
"After losing three big games
felt good to win one," Callo.:ly head coach Peter O'Rourke
tid of the consecutive losses to
larshall County, Graves County
ncl Murray. "1 was pleased with
way we came back from a
• ugh week of basketball."
Thirteen Lady Lakers scored in.
game that was decided in the
•
quarter.
Fulton kept the game close in
first quarter, trailing only
If). In the second quarter,
_reased Lady Laker pressure
.red the Lady Bulldogs into
nierous turnovers and allowed

Lakers light up Fulton
with 3-point explosion

LADY LAKERS 83, Fulton 39
17 42 62 — 83
10 21 26 — 39
CALLOWAY (83)
Pigg Stubblefield 2, Miller 3, Crass 2 Johnson 4. Too
4 -Rolland 6. McClard 3, Wuhan 10. Geunn 11. Beach
12 aucy 16. Maness. Taber TOTALS FG 22-49
Tree-ponn 7.18 (icy 4, Holland 2, Gaon) FT-A
18-21 Rebounds 29 Record 5-3
FULTON (39)
8.3,0 2 Bushart 2 P4,11.2, Wilbams 7, Fry 11. Harris 13.
TOTALS FG 15-32 FT-A 9-19

CALLOWAY
FULTON

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
FULTON — Calloway County's boys ran their record to 7-1
with an easy 86-48 win at Fulton
City Monday night.
The Bulldogs stayed close
through the first half, trailing
only 12-8 after one quarier and
just 35-28 at halftime, but Calloway ran away with the game in
the third quarter, outscoring Fulton City 29-8 to take a 64-36
advantage heading into the final
eight minutes.

Calloway to jump out to a 42-21
halftime lead.
"It didn't look too good in the
first quarter," said O'Rourke,
referring to his team's 17 first
half turnovers. "But in the second
quarter we started to force
turnovers."
Junior Farrah Beach scored 12
points and picked up four steals
in addition to her nine assists.
Jack Gcurin, finishing with 11,
had five steals.
Calloway will look to continue
their winning ways when they
mc...et Camden (Tenn.) in the first
round of the Martin (Tenn.)
Christmas Tournament on Monday, Dec. 27 at 6 p.m.

STEVE PARKERtedger & Times photo

Thomas Hornbuckle (15) scored only six points, but dished out 10
assists in the Laker win.

UK fans turn Hawaii blue
'entucky faithful
'orm tropical isle
.n search of tickets
JIM O'CONNELL
Basketball Writer
LAHAINA, Hawaii (AP)
lie grass has not changed color
)11 Maui and the natives are not
alking around whistling the
:tains of "My Old Kentucky
• ',inc.— It Just seems that way.
More than 1,100 Kentucky fans
e invaded the island to watch
fifth-ranked Wildcats play
ii the Maui Invitational, which
-.gins Tuesday. The only prob.
!in is that the Lahaina Civic
(liter only seats 2,400 and more
i1;411 half of the fans who traveled

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
from your friends
at Murray BP

Thank you for
your patronage.

MORAI'BP
South 12th St.
Murray
753-0066

all the way from the Bluegrass
_state won't have tickets to the
games.
"Kentucky has brought more
fans than the other seven schools
combined," tournament spokes.man Bob lbach said Monday.
"Kentucky received the same
number of tickets as the other
schools, so most Kentucky fans
came without tickets."
What a scenario. With the
Pacific Ocean pounding the shore
just hundreds of yards away, it
could be very possible to hear the
words never before spoken on the
island: "I got 'em. Who needs
two?" Ah, scalping comes to
paradise.
The opening round starts at 9
a.m. local time with No. 18 Boston College playing host Chaminade, a Division II school from
Honolulu. That's followed by
Ohio State-Tennessee Tech,
Kentucky-Texas and No. 13
Arizona-Isiotre Dame.

The Wildcats' game with Texas is a matchup of teams with the
same styles, pressure defense that
forces the play to be up tempo.
"We are very similar in that
we both want to force turnovers," Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
said Mouclay. "What Texas is
going through is what we're
going through although we played a little easier schedule with
just one game on the road. What
Texas has done with its schedule
we'll do later in the season,"
Texas (2-3) played without
starting guard B.J. Tyler until its
last game. The senior admitted
himself in August to the John
Lucas Center in Houston for
treatment of a substance abuse
problem and depression.
"We're a .500 team without
B.J. and we're a very strong team
that could go a long way in the
(NCAA) tournament with him,"
See Page 11

We truly value your
friendship
and business
throughout the year.

NEW YORK (AP) — The
Dallas Mavericks, who dodged
NBA records for futility all of
last year, are staring history in
the face again.
They lost their 19th consecutive game, one short of the
NBA record in one season, with
a 101-92 loss to New York on
Monday night.
"I'm not worried about the
record, we just want to get better every game," said coach
Quinn Buckner, who was a television analyst last season when
the Mavericks were 11-71, two
victories more than the NBA's
worst record. "If you're concerned about records, you might
be missing opportunities to get
better."
The Mavericks (1-22) need a
victory at Milwaukee on Wednesday night to avoid matching
Philadelphia's 1973 record of
20 consecutive defeats within
the same season. Cleveland lost
24 straight games in 1982 over
a two-season span.
Dallas is 0-12 at home and

1-10 on the road, the lone victory coming Nov. 12 at Minnesota. Milwaukee is 1-8 at home,
the second-worst home record
ahead of the Mavericks.
"There are no easy teams in
the NBA," Buckner said. "If _
we do things the way we want
to do them, we can win. We
thought if we did things the
right way, we could beat New
York, one of the best teams in
the league."

El hi-my:L-17
Wishing you all three
Wc value your friendship now and always

-

753-4912

DALLAS (92)
JONES 3-4 4-3 TO. Mashburn 4-124-6 15,
Rooks 2-7 8-14 12, Harper 7-15 2-4 16, Jackson 7-15 1-1 15. Smith 3-5 0-0 6, Lever 0-1
1-1 1, Orating 0-0 0-0 0. Hams 4-7 0-0 8.
Morningstar 0-1 0-0 0. Legler 1-2 0-0 3,
Hodge 2-2 2-2 6 Totals 33-71 22-33 92
NEW YORK (101)
Campbell 4-8 2-2 10, Oakley 7-11 6-8 20.
Ewing 7-11 7-10 21, Anthony 5-5 8-9 18.
Starks 5-12 1-3 12, H Davis 2-8 0-0 5. Mason
020-0 0, Williams 2-9 0-24. Bonner 2-4 0-0
4, Blackman 3-10 0-0 7, Gaines 0-0 0-0
0 Totals 37-80 24-34 101.
19 20 21 32— 92
Dallas
29 19 38 15-101
New York
3-Point goals—Dallas 4-11 (Mashburn 3-6.
Legter 1-2, Harper 0-3), New York 3-7 (Davis
2, Blackman 1-2, Starks 1-3) Fouled out—
None Rebounds—Dallas 50 (Rooks 10).
New York 52(Oakley 11) Assists—Dallas 15
(Mashburn. Jackson 5), New York (Starks
11) Total fouls—Dallas 29, New York 28
A-19,763

VY •

A

Lyons Electric Inc.

Brad Cleaver and Brent Anderson paced the Lakers with 23
points each, with Anderson drilling six three-pointers, five in the
decisive third quarter. Wes Cogdell added eight points for Calloway, which connected on 13 of
21 three-pointers on the night,
while Ricky Boyle, Brad Duncan
and Thomas Hornbuckle all had
six with Hornbuckle also getting
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CALLOWAY 86, FULTON CITY 48
CALLOWAY CO.
12 35 64 — 86
FULTON CITY
28 38 — 48
CALLOWAY CO. (86)
Cleaver 23, Anderson 23. Cogdell S. Duncan 6, Moyle
6, Hornbuckle 6, Greene 5, Bohannon 3. Stockdale 2,
Darnall Z TOTALS: FG-A: 33-60. Three-point 13-21
(Anderson 6. Cleaver 4, Duncan 2. Greene) FT-A 9-19
Record. 7-1.
FULTON CITY (48)
Pettigrew 16. Rose 16, Crumble 7. Taylor 4. Flanigan 2.
Lusk 2, Madding 1. TOTALS. FG 19. Three-point 1
(Rose) FT-A 7-14. Record 0-8

10 assists. The Lakers shot 33 of
60 from the field and nine of 19
at the free throw stripe.
For Fulton City, which fell to
0-8, Danny Pettigrew and Shawn
Rose each had 16 while Jewel
Crumble scored seven. The Bulldogs also shot 50 percent at the
free throw line, hitting seven of
14 attempts.
Calloway will next see action
in the Martin Christmas Tournament Dec. 28 at 5 p.m., taking on
the winner of South Fulton and
Gleason.
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The Assoclated Press
So who needs Michael Jordan?
The Chicago Bulls are playing
like winners without their retired
superstar.
"They're getting the most out
of their talent," Charlotte coach
Allan Bristow said Monday night
after the Hornets' 109-97 loss to
the Bulls. "I won't say they're
going to win another championship, but they are playing as the
best unit right now."
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Monday's Games
New York 101, Dallas 92
Philadelphia 121, Detroit 92
Washington 99, Minnesota 84
Chicago 109, Charlotte 97
Phoenix 102. Indiana 94
Milwaukee 105. LA Clippers 92

It was the sixth straight victory
and 10th in the last 11 games for
the Bulls, who won their third
straight NBA championship last
season in Jordan's final year.
"We're playing good basketball right now and we're got
good rotation (off the bench),"
said Scottie Pippcn, who had 22
points, 11 rebounds and 10
assists. "We are not backing
down from anybody. We
approach every game positive
and good things are happening.
Everybody is making a positive
elfort."
Pippen was among seven Chicago players in double figures as
the Bulls handed the Hornets
their eighth straight road loss.

After Christmas
Sale...Now!

World of Sound
222 South 12th • Murray
753-5865
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
Arkansas still No. 1; Western Ky. enters
(AP)- With Arkansas No. I for the third straight week, the top
nine teams in the college basketball poll held.
There were changes at the bottom, as Marquette and Western
Kentucky joined the Top 25 for the first time this season, replacing
Vanderbilt and LSU.
Arkansas (6-0) received 50 first-place votes and 1,604 points
from the national media panel.
North Carolina (8-1) had nine first-place votes and 1,526 points
and was followed by Duke (5-0), Temple (4-0), and Kentucky.
Kansas, Michigan, Massachusetts and UCLA held sixth through
ninth. The new top 10 team was Purdue (8-0), which moved up one
spot.
Louisville led the second 10, followed by Indiana, Arizona,
Georgia Tech, Connecticut, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Boston College,
Illinois and Cincinnati.
The final five were Syracuse, Oklahoma State, George Washington, Marquette and Western Kentucky.

NBA fines, suspends Rodman and King
NEW YORK (AP)- Dennis Rodman of San Antonio and Stacey King of Chicago were each suspended one game and fined by
NBA vice president Rod Thorn.
Rodman was fined $7,500 and King $2,500 for their actions during Saturday night's game between the Spurs and Bulls.
Rodman was suspended for head-butting King with 8:23 remaining in the third quarter and for failing to leave the court in a timely
and sportsmanlike manner after being ejected. King was suspended
for retaliating by pushing Rodman in the face with an open hand.

Winter baseball signings are announced
(AP)- While more than two dozen players became free agents,
the Yankees signed outfielder Luis Polonia and the Mets signed
catcher Greg Olson.
Polonia, who played with the Yankees from 1989-90, agreed to a
$3 million, two-year contract. Olson got a $500,000 one-year deal
from the Mets.
Polonia, who can earn an additional $500,000 in performance
bonuses, hit .271 with one homer, 32 RBIs and 55 stolen bases for
California in 1993, when he made $2,475,000. He has a ..294 career
average.
Shortstop Omar Vizquel was traded by Seattle to Cleveland for
shortstop Felix Fermin, infielder Reggie Jefferson and cash.
Milwaukee infielder Kevin Reimer, Baltimore pitcher Todd
Frohwirth, Atlanta catcher Damon Berryhill and Florida pitcher
Jack Armstrong became free agents when teams failed to offer
1994 contracts.
Texas agreed to a $600,000 minor-league contract with 35-yearold left-hander Bruce Hurst. Florida reliever Bryan Harvey agreed
to a $4.25 million option for 1996.
Detroit signed four players to one-year deals: pitchers Tom Bolton and Mark Leiter, infielder Skeeter Barnes and outfielder Milt
Cuyler.

•Boring Giants...
FROM PAGE 10
The win put New York's lead
over Dallas in the NFC East back
at a game and ensured that the
Giants will play the Cowboys for
no worse than the division title
and NFC home field advantage at
the Meadowlands in two weeks.
The Giants could clinch the division and the home field next
week if they win at Phoenix and
the Cowboys lose to Washington.
The Saints are tied with Chicago and Minnesota at 7-7, a game
behind Detroit and Green Bay,
with Atlanta and Philadelphia
still alive at 6-8.
One of the Central teams will
win the division, so New Orleans
will be competing with five
others for three spots as it goes
into its final two games-at Philadelphia and at home to
Cincinnati.
"We feel like we're still in
it," Buck said.
The pass to Jackson, who tiptoed in the right corner of the end
zone, came 10 minutes into the
first period after a 51-yard drive.

•UK fans...
FROM PAGE 10
Texas coach Tom Penders said
Monday. "Nobody's going to
want to see us in March."
The Longhorns, who have losses to LSU and Connecticut, have
to play Kentucky (4-1) in
December.
"Obviously we would want to
play somebody else," Penders
said. "I'd really rather play the
team with the worst backcourt in
the nation, but this is a chance
for our guards to measure themselves against another good
backcourt."
Tyler and Terrence Rencher
are the focus of the Texas offense
and Kentucky offers a guard tandem of Travis Ford, one of the
top 3-point shooters in the country, and Tony Delk.
"Most of the teams here do
have outstanding backcourts,"
Pitino said. "This tournament is
a bonus for all of us to play in
this type of competition. This is a
great training ground for the
NCAAs. We'll sec each other
along the way."
Pitino wasn't worried about the
distractions of Maui.
"When you cross -the lines or
watch tape you are all business,"
he said. "Outside the lines you
have to let the kids enjoy the
prettiest state in America."

The pass to Cross came at the
end of a 96-yard, 13 play drive
that consumed 7:23.
The Saints cut it to 14-7 at
halftime by parlaying a fake field
goal into a 6-yard play that set up
Brad Muster's 1-yard touchdown
run. That came at the end of an
80-yard drive, the only sustained
movement the Saints had on
offense until the Giants had
clinched the game.
That came after halftime.
First, the Giants used up
another 7:26 to plod 60 yards to
set up a 22-yard field goal by
David Treadwell that made it
17-10. Then, 3:47 into the fourth
quarter, Meggett took a punt
down the left sideline, used Jessie
Armstead's block to get by punter Tommy Barnhardt, and took it
into the end zone for his fourth
career TD on a punt return.
"It just takes your team to the
next level when you can get
points out of the special teams,"
said linebacker Corey Miller, one
of the young unknowns who
spearheads the Giants' defense.
"I knew it was a matter of time
before Dave broke one."
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North Carolina's height, depth too much for Pitt
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) - North
Carolina has height and it also
has depth, and it had way too
much of both for Pittsburgh.
No. 2 North Carolina, down
most of the first half, went on a
26-8 run with Pittsburgh's
6-foot-11 Eric Mobley in foul
trouble early in the second half to

rout the Panthers 106-93 Monday
night.
Donald Williams came off the
bench for 24 points and 7-0 Eric
Montross took over the game
when Mobley went out to finish
with 15 points and nine rebounds.
The Tar Heels (9-1) outrebounded Pitt 38-11 in the second
half and finished with a 61-40
edge.
"I don't think they wore us

down, but when a team can bring
in 7-tooter after 7-footer, it gets
you tired," Mobley said.
Mobley had eight points, six
rebounds and five blocks in the
first half to neutraliie North Carolina's towering front line, but
drew his fourth foul with 17:39
remaining and the Heels up
56-49.
With Mobley out, North Carolina's front line scored 11 points

Rutherford's output
rescues Oklahoma St
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
TULSA, Okla.(AP)- On an
otherwise sloppy night of basketball, Randy Rutherford rescued
No. 22 Oklahoma State with
timely shooting and big rebounds.
Rutherford hit two 3-pointers
to start the Cowboys on an 11-0
run, then got three rebounds in
the final three minutes to secure a
73-61 victory over Tulsa on
Monday night.
"Coach has been harping on
the guards to try to get to the
glass," said Rutherford, who had
19 points and tied a career high
with 10 rebounds. "I just tried to
get to the glass. My man wasn't
blocking me out and I just got

lucky and got some long
rebounds."
Coach Eddie Sutton might find
something else to harp on. The
Cowboys (7-2) had a season-high
30 turnovers and shot just 24 percent in the second half, when
they scored more points from the
free throw line (17) than the field
(15).
"We continue to make a lot of
careless mistakes," Sutton said.
"You've got to give their defense
some credit. They forced some
turnovers, but we continued to
have a lot of unforced errors on
our part."
Tulsa got 18 points from Lou
Dawkins, but a couple of dry
spells doomed the Golden Hurricane (4-1).

during a 17-4 run that made it
71-53 with just over 13 minutes
remaining. Mobley went back in
only to foul out less than two
minutes later, and the Tar Heels
opened leads of as many as 27
points.
North Carolina coach Dean
Smith, coaching in Pittsburgh for
the first time in 22 years,
improved to 4-0 against Pitt.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

For

MERRY
CHRISTMAS!

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
Good service, 759-9888
41i
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there.
State Farm
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices Bloomington Oros
insurance.
PRO FOOTBALL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
Buffalo
10 4
.714 283 218
keami •
2 6
.643 302 273
N.Y. Jets
8 6
571 ,256 207
indianapois
4 10
286 179 310
New England
3 11
214 167 259
Central
4-Houston
10 4
.714 334 231
Pittsburgh
8 6
.571 286 256
Cleveland
6 8
429 253 277
Cincinnati
2 12
143 153 282
West
Kansas City
10 4
.714 284 237
LA Raiders
9 -5
643 273 268
Denver
9 .5
643 333 234
San Diego
6 8
429 245 253
Seattle
5 9
357 240 274
NATIONAL CONFER NCE
East
W L
Pct. PF PA
y-NY Giants
11
3
.786 269 172
y-Dallas
10 4
.714 322 213
PS ladelphia
8 8
429 219 255
Phoenix
5 9
.357 282 263
Washington
4 10
.286 218 293
Central
Green Bay
9 6
571 292 252
Detroit
8 6
.571 248 248
kannesota
7 7
.500 233 271
Chicago
7 7
.500 214 190
Tampa Bay
4 10
286 203 334
West
4-San Francisco
10 4
.714 432 248
New Orleans
7 7
500 271 293
Atlanta
.
6 8
429 289 337
LA Rams
4 10
286 187 319
4-cinched divisor, offs
y-cinched playoff berth

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
Bucknell 86. Cornell 74
North Caroina 106. Pittsburgh 93
Penn Si. 81, lad -E. Shore 54
St Joseph's 65. Drexel 64, OT
SOUTH
Alabama St 70, Spring HI 66
Ronda 83. Cent. Flotida 69
Ronda St 90. Morgan St. 67
Georgia Tech 79. Mount St Mary's. Md 62
James Madison 83. Arkansas St 67
Memphis St. 78, Texas-San Antonio 72
NC Chances 78, Old Dominion 76 '
NW Louisiana 95, Henderson St 81
South Carving 94, S. Carolina Sr 89, 20T
South Florida 70. Sam Houston St 54
Virginia Tech 90, E. Tennessee St 61
MIDWEST
Chicago St. 95, W llins 78
Detroit Mercy 83. Fionda Atlanbc 73
Ilknois 79, Jackson St 63
Iowa 104. Dartmouth 65
Kansas 101, Furman 60
Loyola, In 82. lieihune-Cookman 62
Michigan 86. Cent. Machgan 44
Nebraska 86. Flonda ASIA 61
Northwestern 90, Holy Cross 64
Ohio U 85. Your, new St 42
St Louis 70. Santord 68
Toledo 79. Alcorn St, 53
Xavier, ONo 82, N.0-Ashevolle 55
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 87. SW Louisiana 82
Oklahoma St 73. Tulsa 61
Oral Roberts 85. Marshall 69
Rico 84. Southern U. 75
Texas A8M 90, Texas Southern 72
Texas-El Paso 66, S Utah 61
UCLA 93, Houston 72

From Your Friends At

I 8 S CITGO
Service

Self Service • Full
Major Oil Brands
South 12th • Murray • 753-1615

CITGO
Monk Stollens, Mgr.
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f joy warm your heart and home
Thank youGreetings!or your patronage

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
East Main St.

753-5606

Support

CRIME WW1
SrOPPERS

Seasoningsfireetings

OF MURRAY ANO CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500
and remain anonymous

Racer Basketball

From all of us, to each and every one of you, we wish
you a Merry Christmas and a joyous New Year!
Tim Hale, Billy McMillen, Amy Raymer, Mark McCuiston and James Gallimore.

We're expanding more and more
to better serve you in '94!

Murray State vs Southeastern
Conference member Ole Miss
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AUDIO/VIDEO

Wednesday, December 22
8p.m.,Cutchin FieldhouselRacer Arena

"Murray's Only Complete Home Entertainment

Game is sponsored by the University Storeolocated in
the Curris Center.

Visit Our Showroom
at 808 Coldwater Rd.

Center

04111.m0r1 riectrie
I Electrical Contractors

759-1835

Murray, Ky.
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DEATHS

Stock Market Report
Prices as of 9 a.m.

Dow Jones lad. Avg............•10.9
3755.21 k•Mart
DJIA Previous Close
..20'4 • lit
.
Air Products ................- 45'4 • 'I. K L. Energy
29'4 • 1/4
T...................... 543 4 • Ir's kroger ...._....................
A T
mac
311 lis L G &
Bell South ...._.
........401/i • tl.
821/1 'Is Mattel
Brigp &
27 - /le
Bristol Myers Squibb...Ws • 'Is McDonalds
_5734 - 3/4
34 4, 14,
..:Chryder-.............
Merck
• '+4 J.C. Penney...... .......
Dean Foods........ .....
• '11
64 • 11. Peoples First*
Exxon.
4811 491/zA
63'4 •
Ford Motor
Quaker Oats ..................713,. - lie
General Electric .........j04'/, • 3/s Schering-Plough.
641/s . 1/4
541/2 •
(;eners1 Motors
Sears.
Goodrich .........................411/2 Texaco
63t/s • *is Time Warner......
Goodyear . ...
,
443/s sic
581/4 sac UST
I B M...-..........-27'/2 sac
3
4 unc Wal-Mart.
Ingersoll Rand ..... 37/
• 'Is
*YilluvO Lyons •• market maluor in this Mock
UNC-pricso uncnango0

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
SF and SIPC
II B 1-1.11.ard. W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Men't.e• \,

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

)

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

Tim Miller, CPA is pleased to announce
the admission of

Mrs. Thelma Legg Teach

James Harold Chaney

A memorial service for Mrs. Thelma Legg Teach was Monday in the chapel of Worthington Christian Village, Worthington, Ohio, where she resided.
Burial followed with arrangements by Rutherford-Corbin Funeral Home, Worthington, where visitation was held on Saturday.
The family requests that remembrances in her name be sent
to the Worthington Christian Village, 165 Highbluffs Blvd.,
Worthington, Ohio, 43085.
Mrs. Teach, 94, died Friday at Riverside Hospital, Columbus,
Ohio. She was the widow of Frank A. Teach. She was a direct
descendent of Governor William Bradford of Plymouth Colony,
Mass., as well as of the Founding Fathers of Worthington.
She held many positions of authority in various civic and
professional organizations. Among these were the Lorraine Chapter of the. Order of the Eastern Star, Daughters of the American Revolution, and the V.F.W. Auxiliary. She held the position of executive secretary for 50 years with Legg and Davis
Construction Company in Columbus.
Survivors include four children, Mrs. Shirley T. Johnson (Mrs.
Robert E.) of Murray, Robert R. Teach, Canal Winchester,
Ohio, Frank A. Teach Ill of Worthington, and Mrs. Sally Teach
Erikson of Winnetka. Calif.; six grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren; two daughters-in-law; one son-in-law.

James Harold Chaney, 72. Rt. 3, Murray, died Monday at
3:27 a.m. as a result of a trucking accident near Stephens
Point, Wis.
A self-envloyed farmer and livestock dealer, he was a former
school teacher, an Air Force veteran of World War 11, and a
member of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Porn May 17, 1921, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Euris Chaney and Lela Skinner Chaney.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sue Futrell Chaney, to
whom he was married on April 9, 1949; three daughters, Mrs.
Clara Wheeler and husband, Craig, Mrs. Janice Strode, and
Mrs. Doris Stowers and husband, David; three brothers, Eugene
Chaney and wife, Dorothy, Dr. Charles Chaney and wife. Sue,
and Cortel Chaney and wife. Pearl; and four grandchildren, all
of Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Brasher will officiate.
Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and soloist. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
Wednesday.

Mrs. Martha Jane Smith

Gerald W. (Jerry) Brown, 60, Rt. 7, Murray, died today at
2:50 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A salesperson for Quality Liquid Feeds, he was an Army
veteran. Born Oct. 12, 1933, at Martin, Tenn., he was the son
of Bertie Parsons Brown and the late Floyd Brown. One sister,
Jean Trimpler Brown, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wanda Benson Brown, to
whom he was married on Sept. 13, 1959; two daughters, Mrs.
Laura Walker and husband, Jimmy, Murray, and Mrs. Teresa
Elkins and husband, Robert, Kirksey; one son, Keith Brown and
wife, Carita, Murray; his mother, Mrs. Bertie Brown, Martin,
Tenn.; two brothers, Ted Brown and wife, Geraldine, Memphis,
Tenn., and Jimmy Brown and wife, Carla, Greenfield, Tenn.;
five grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Martha Jane Smith, 77, Cadiz, died Monday at 2:35
a.m. at Pennyrile Personal Care Home, Hopkinsville.
She was the previous owner and manager of Kentucky Theater, Cadiz. She was of Catholic faith. Her husband, William
Freeman Smith Jr., died Dec. 19, 1950. One brother, Wiliam
Owen Smith Sr., also preceded her in death.
Born Feb. 20, 1916, in Hardin County, she was the daughter
of the late Leslie P. Smith and Dorothy Ann Parrish Smith.
Survivors include two daughters, Dorothy Jane Smith, Dawson
Springs, and Mary Elizabeth Smith, Murray; three sons, William
Freeman Smith Jr., Bay St. Louis, Miss., Sydney D. Smith,
Englewood, Ohio, and Roy Chardon, Austin, Texas; five grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at Grove Hill
Cemetery, Cadiz. Fr. C. Joseph Batcheldor will officiate.
Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz, is in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to Parents Anonymous or to the Children's
Health and Mental Protection in care of Estes Psychological
Services, 104 North Fifth St., Murray, Ky. 42071.

SHELIA A. WILSON, CPA
as a partner
to the public accounting firm of

MILLER & WILSON
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
204 South Fifth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(502) 753-1822

Tommy B. Lavender

Lelon Tosco Burton
Lelon Tosco Burton, 80, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn., died Monday at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of Pivot
Manufacturing at Detroit,
Mich., he had resided at
Puryear for some time. An
Army veteran of World War
II, he was a member of
Puryear United Methodist
Church.
Born May 6, 1913, at
Hazel, he was the son of the

-1,1140%.
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late Fred L. Burton and Lula
May Burton Simmon.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nobie Sue Nance Burton,
to whom he was married on
Oct. 11, 1945; two daughters,
Mrs. Cheryl Stawski,
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs.
Julia Nell Smothers, Puryeak;
three sons, Donny (Don) Burton, Okmulgee, Okla., James
Frede Burton, Puryear, and
Tommy Ray Burton, Redford,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Eula
Hicks, Murray, and Mrs. Olida
Swift, Almo; one brother,
Lawton Burton, Puryear; 12
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. the Rev.
H.B. Fields and the Rev.
Perry Hardin will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Ronnie,
Ricky, Scott and Steven Burton, Curt Oliver and Ray
Young. Burial will follow in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper
Again.

„Santa will be visiting our Main
Office lobby and taking Christmas
orders from good little girls and boys!
Here Is His Schedule:
Wednesday, Dec. 22 Noon-4 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 23 Noon-4 p.m.
Come visit our Holiday Room, enjoy free refreshments ane
receive a free picture of your child with Santa.

NBA ofMay
A Peoples lirsi Corporation Bank

753-1893 .• Member FDIC • Equal Housing Lender
Main Office - 101 S. Fourth St. • University Branch -515 N. 12th St. • S. Manor Branch -611 12th St.

Gerald W.(Jerry) Brown
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Services for Tommy B. Lavender were Monday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Tom
Moody and Dr. David Roos officiated.
Active pallbearers were John Parker, Bob Hays, Wayne Garrison, Terry Isaacs, Bob McCoy and Bob McCrady. Honorary
pallbearers were members of Baraca-Fellowship Sunday School
Class.
Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Lavender, 86, Rt. 6, Murray, died Saturday at 1:20 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hilda Page Lavender; one
son, Jerry D. Lavender and wife, Dot, Calvert City; one grandson, Mark Lavender, Lexington; a sister-in-law, qrs. Mildred
Bell and husband, Thomas, Murray.

Enjoy

Mrs. Myrtle G. Puckett Adams
The funeral for Mrs. Myrtle G. Puckett Adams is today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Topper Council and the Rev. David Brasher are officiating.
Music is by Rev. Council and Mrs. Oneida White.
Pallbearers are Oatman Farley, Dickie Farley, Pete Farley,
Kevin Wurth, Rodney Herrold and W.T. Wilkinson. Burial will
follow in Ivy Cemetery.
Mrs. Adams, 86, Murray, died Sunday at 2:03 p.m. at
Calvert City Convalescent Center.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Louise Wilkinson and
husband, W.T., and Mrs. Lockie Herrold and husband, Rodney,
Paducah, Mrs. Mary Phillips, Calvert City, and Mrs. Verna Mae
Farley, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ethel White, Vienna, HI.; 11
grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren; two
great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Rubye Wilson
Mrs. Rubye Wilson, 93, Murray, died today at 6:05 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was of Methodist faith. Her husband, Fray Wilson, one
daughter, Wilma Dell Parker, and one son, Charles Lee Wilson,
preceded her in death.
Born Feb. 23, 1900, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Charlie Palmer and Alice Rather Palmer.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mary Alice Redden and
husband, Bill, Rt. 7, Murray; one son, Herman Wilson and
wife, Agnes, Paris, Tenn.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Birdie Holland,
Riviera Beach, Fla.; 12 grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren;
one great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dan Leslie will officiate.
Burial will follow in Goshen Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m.
Wednesday.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies
"Free help in filing claims
for my clients"
•1 have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance.
'I have a vanety of prices. 'I can fit the coverage and price for each individual.

HOG MARKET
Federel-Stale Market News Serske Dec. 21, 1993
Kentucky Purchase Area Ho.Market Report Includes 3
Buying Mattoon Receipts: Act. 251, Est- 3SO Barrows &
GlIts Mandy Sows steady - SLIM lower
637.511-341.00
US 14 2311-2S4 lbs.
53431637.00
US 216-238 lbs.
137.1111-37.31
US 2-3 235-264 lb.
336.44-37.011
US la 1611-7711 lb.
Sow.
US 1-2 37•351 lb..
US 1.3 MONO lbe.
US 1.3 445-515 lbe.
US 1.3 525 and up
US 23 346-511 lbs.
Bears 523,31144M

525.10-3410
534.10-3434
226.36.27.$0
536.041-33 00
534.55-25.00

44v.4.04,4.4414.4,0‘4oriv
At
Christmastime
we hope you find fun and
cheer to end the year.

D & W Auto Supply

& Glass Shop
753-4563

512 S. 12th St.
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Notice
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TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

1993 ‘111DIC
INFOR ‘1.1iT
Mcduare
1/ISUNII•C IS rs,,••
standanzed in 10
plans and •• e %rite
all 10
the part A dedu,t,h1c
)OU, or your
ansuranse,
must pay has been
umeascd to Sh76 in
1993
For more information
call
SlcCONNE1.1.
INSI:RAMT
AGENCY
753-4199
or natlunst.ide 1-800.
455-4199
-our 3:st year of sen.;

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines arc 2 days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers ere requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads forany error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect inAny error
sertion.
should be reported immediately so unrcctions can be made.

FOR LEASE

Norma Jeane's Nails

Office space in Bel Air
Center, 1100 square
feet. Available after
Jan. 1, 1994.
. Call 753-4751

Holiday Hot Wax
Nails Manicure
s3Oset

510

753-1137

I 94 THINGS AND MORE
SAVE 10400Io OFF
Retail Prices EVERY DAY
•Furniture
•Lamps & Shades
•Dishes
•Home Furnishings
Portable Pressure
•And More "Things'
Washers
I
Hwy. 94 East
Hours: M-F 10-6
1 Mile East of Murray
Sat. 10-5
Phone 753-3769

A UNIQUE GIFT!
\ I, \pp , •Swedish Massage

frt._ so- •Reflexology
• Deep Muscle Therapy
\- •
Energy Balancing
MRSSRGE TO YOU
Enjoy a relaxing rejuvenating therapeutic massage
in the comfort of your home

Gift Certificates Available
DAVE ESTES, t.MP 502-753-3801

Firewood

X XXXXXXXXXXX X WANTED barmaids wait
x resses & dancers $500
ADULT
X
STORE X pius weekly Doll House
BOOK
X
Tn
Paris
Cale
Rear ol Doll him* Cele
X Open 6pm 1am X
X Hwy. 79 Paris, Tn. X

WANTED Dancers and
X XXXXXXXXXXX X waitresses for Foxy Lady
Club Paris TN No experi
ence necessary Phone
AURORA Pizza Magic
Charlie or Jeri at
Closed for the winter
901 644 0301
Watch for re opening
dates
070
Domestic
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Childcare
& Advisor. A Cue born
Psychic gifted from God
CLEANING houses is my
554 7904 cal i for
business Reliable and exappointment
perienced references Call
Linda 759 9553

MEET nice singles w
names phone is Down
Home Introductions
615 235 5000

Lost
And Found
LOST Slate gray bull dog
answers to 'Vett
Last
seen in Westwood Subdivi
sion 753 7219

BABYSITTER in my home
Almo area days beginning
January 753-2417
CAREER Opportunities
available at COLORTYME
IR Murray Job requires lift
trig. collecting & sales
Apply in person at 418 N
12th
CITY Clerk Hazel KY The
city is now accepting applications for the city clerk
position Applicant must be
a resident of the city of
Hazel KY and possess a
high school diploma or
equivalent Applications
may be picked up at Miss
Bradie s Antiques (corner
of Hwy 641 and Dees St)
and must be returned by
Jan 1, 1994 For informa
bon call Dan Farris at
492-8796 Hazel is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4
OPEN 10 THE PUBIC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P O. Box 1033

Murray

America's Second Car

lUgly Duckling
rjEmiaux.
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day.including the Shopper,
for $160 o month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

QUEEN size waterbed
headboard with mirror 4
drawer pedistal like new
Call 753 0822

50 MASSEY Ferguson with
Preeman loader 1150 IN
teed grinder 753-5463 or
753-0144
ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981
SEWING jobs wanted including formal wear
753 1061

Business
Opportunity
BEAUTY Shop for sale For
information call 753-4582

SEASONED firewood Call
the WOOD MASTER for
wood that stacks up
759 9106
WOOD for sale dry or
green Call 436 5439
evenings
220

Musical
PIANO tuning
John
Gottschalk 753-9600
20
Miscellaneous
KILL ROACHES, Buy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money
back
GUARANTEED'

FRONT end loader,
GL520 fits a Ford tractor
6mos old 75-3-2905

WEIGHT Lifters Olympic
Barbell set bar, 45's, 35-s
25's 10's, 2 collar locks
Dumbbell 45s,35's, 25's
15's Professional spotting
bench 753-1737 days
753-0562 nights
210
Firewood

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

FIREWOOD also tree set
vice Call 4362562

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

250
Business
Serviette
KTI and Associates offer
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099

GOOD used piano
753 1628 after 5pm
WANTED Wooden Fisher
Price Toys, working condition Gray's Flea Market,
609 S 4th St 753-7047
days, 753 3998 evenings

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This project is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA
NOW hiring assistant manager or M I T Must be ca
reer oriented highly motivated & self starter Apply in
person after 1 30pm Sonic
Drive In Murray. KY
PHYSICAL Therapist
needed for busy out patient
clinic in Clarksville, Tenes
see full time & part time
Experience in orthopaedics
or work hardening a plus
Recent graduates are wel
come Full time positions
are salaried plus bonus
Benefits include educational allowance, relocation
assistance & 401K plan
Respond to Administrator,
PO Box 3747 Clarksville.
TN 37043

Mobile
Homes For Rent
1055 2BR $165,mo with
lease & deposit 759 2570
or 75-3-3860
2BR Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Cole
man RE 753-9898
3BR mobile home for rent
references required
753-6012 leave message
FOR sale or rent 1250
appliances wid hookup
new underpinning plumb
ing wiring & floor $3500
obo 217 Riviera Courts
Kyle 653-4802 or 653-2951
business
SHADY Oaks
2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753-5209

Mobile
Homo Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

Mobile
Homes For Sale
SAVE BIG BUCKS on
Quality Built, Energy Efficient Manufactured
Homes, One of Tennessee's LARGEST & OLDEST Dealers' Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc . Hwy 79E,
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891

4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753 4509
800-2200SQ ft
RE 753-9898

Coleman

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
Apartments
For Rent
1 2 3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 2 5 2
pets
days 753-0606 after 5pm

NURSING

HOME

LPN Staff Position
On 3p-llp Shift.
Excellent benefits.
Competitive salary.
Contact Barbara Clapp, R.N.
P:rector of Nursing

1BR energy efficient duplex on 280 No pets
$275imo & deposit
753-8848 before 9prn
1BR near MSU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR apt 2 blocks from
campus, water & garbage
furnished 753-5980

22.14 dupie. appliances
ready for occupancy Jan
1st Refernces & deposit
$385 mo 492 8393
2BR o,plex off 94E No
pets $240 'no & deposit
753 8848 before 9pro
2BR townhouse new spacious all appianoes including wasner & dryer
753-4573
4BR 2 eath apts available
tor Jan occupancy Centai
n-a appbcances furnished
Located on auguid Cole
man RE 753 9898
DUPLEX apt new Cam
bridge Estates $400mo
rent 1yr lease 753 6156
EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
FURNISHED apartments
Renting now Available January 6 No pets Zimmerman Apartments 753-6609
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE 2br duplex stove
refrigerator & dishwasher
wd hookup central gas
ha No pets $400mo plus
deposit 753-1953 days
753-0870 nights
NICE duplex 2br central
ha appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

NEW one bedroom turn
cried central neat & air 2
.iocks to university refer
nce & deposit 436 5685
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications tor
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms handicap aocessi
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or caii
502 437-4113
VERY nice 2br 2 bath duplex appliances furnished
central gas ha Northwood
Dr $475imo 1 month de
posit 1 year lease No pets
753-2905

161
OLIVE, alt utilities
fu nished kitchen & living
room privileges Coleman
RE 753-9898

*1 COZY rental 4br 1
bath new paint dishwasher Lease no pets
$440.mo 753-8734 or
753-3366 Torn

APPLIANCE
PARTS
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
Fngiclaire

HotP0fnt

GE

Amana
west,,--yg y,0 use

Kitchen Aid
sears

4.4hir1906

1"

M anag

Magic chef

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

1979 OLDS Delta 88
Queen size waterbed mat
tress with liner & heater
Onkyo stereo & receiver
753-6163
8x12 STORAGE shed ex
cellent condition $950
May be seen at Sonic
Drive In 759 9885
ALPINE CD player (7903)
and Rockford AFZ'HD
crossover 753-7976
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavaung. inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt, white
rock rip rap 759-1828
LAWN Chief riding lawn
mower 12' hp used less
than 30hrs Call 759 1816
after 6pm
LOWRENCE LMS 350 fish
finder LGC1 modular accessory
both new
382 2443
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36- cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
it available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489 2724
OLD Timer wood burning
stove $300 753 0195 atter
4pm
UPHOLSTERY shop
equipment 1 industrial
sewing machine and stand,
many original auto upholstery materials original
books dating from
1967 1991 welts and
numerous other supplies
Phone 753 7266

Financial institution
in Paris, Tn seeks

registered securities representatives
to sell financial products in a banking
environment. Must
have NASD Series
Insur7 license
ance license would
be helpful An L.luai
Opportunity
Em-

WOODEN Rocking
Horses all sizes Call
753 6249 after 6 30pm

OF

KENTUCKY, INC.

WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
At the Department of Employment Services
Mayfield, Kentucky, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday-Friday
We invite you to become a part ofthe team that operates the most modern
facilities to be found in the poultry industry.
We are looking for men and women who can reflect our most important
objectives of producing quality products, valuing our customers, and
ensuring the safety and development of all our employees.
We will be hiring personnel in the following areas December through
March. To create a safe and desirable work environment for you, we conduct
drug screening on all potential employees.
*
*
*
*

Processing Plant Production (All Shifts)
Hatchery Production
Field Catehing Crew Members (2nd and 3rd Shifts)
Plant Sanitation Team Members (2nd and 3rd Shifts)

ployer.

Mail resume to:
P.O. Box 1040 P
Murray, KY 42071
•

WASHER Dryer $100 ea
Refrigerator $250 Guar
iiiteed Call Bill (9011
1'5457 mornings
.47 5856 afternoons

HELP WANTED
Circulation Department, part
time paper delivery for city and

county routes.
in pcf-Ni in aftcr 1 p rn

Abdr.• Fri.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
Ni

280

2BR duplex in nice private
area $425 'no 75.3 3343

1 0 F` brake Pro Two to
vinyl siding 436-2701

DEPT. KY-2021

Appi

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing n mobile
home electric services 200
amp 1375 100 amp $325
435 4027

270

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578
901 644-0679
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pistols Bensom Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

Fee Ws

285

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

6-001

Knights of Columbus Hall

NEW twin mattress & box
spring
top quality
$75/both 753 7738

SITTER for elderly Certified nurses aide flexible
hours, good references
753 2136 after 5pm

100

ASSEMBLERS:

(Doors open at

MSU Student graduating
Must sell, Couch chair
footstool $100 swivel
rocker $50 large wood
dresser 140 big od & re
cord holder 140 wooden
chair $15 Call 753-1130

050

Excellent Income to
assemble products
at home.
Info 1-504-646-1700
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

901 642 4297 7pm 2am

CONTEMPORARY pine
king size waterbed (semi
now mattress) & 2 night
Cali
stands
$300
901 498 8950 after 6pm

NOON

Me r(i

Ple(iSe

* Competitive Income
* Employee Insurance
* Paid Vacations

WE OFFER
* Weekly Pay Checks
* Day, Evening & Night Shifts
* Paid holidays
* Much More

APPLY AT: Department of Employment Services
319 S. 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday
E.O.E. NI/FiH
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:
new ss
tes so, m 71My.rias N:
.-.ty taxes h t has fA:.-At,'
A are, ;arse Jrkaerro,„
e[ecp l, t
newl payed
street' large tots Starting
at $11 900 for prat & restric
tons Call Kopperud ReaiN
753 '222 V,Si 5349

VIEDNESDAN. IHrti %Hit k 22. 149 4
H•7.,̀S,_ER Laser
7.2 XXX in ies
,ACT• runS great
$2.30C ono 436 5362 least'
rny-ass age
967 NISSAN Maxima
'9 XXX miles 753 8107
1 989 929 MAZDA 57 XXX
white *blue leather inter
,Or one onwer extra dean
Cal '53 4504 evenings

1989 OLSDMOBiLE Delta
I ACRE 30o I batt. 88 4dr power looks tilt
basement carport red cruise local car excellent
trick on Gbh Store Roao condition 753 1769
Cal, 753 6633

RFE SERVICE it you
to rent or it
,D0i+.ng for property.
Rental Coo
AA&
o more IntO,rna
29R home located near
Sear.
AA4.1 2.-a!
1.-wiltovsn area Vacant &
Vane
4444
renoyi tor immediate occu1979 CHEVY van. $1400
P'iced in the $20s
redecorated 2tr pancy
F.
owner asking for offer Con- abo 759-9641
wth garage storage
tact Kopperud Realty MINIVANS Ford. ChevLarge io: SoJtr- 9th
753 1222 MLS 45332
rolet Dodge & Plymouth
de
wtlease
&
$375 mo
753-0603
Cos,: S'47
SEAL:TIFUL,A decorated
3br 2 bath nome corn
•
-eaecorated 3br
pleteiy rebuilt large
Souse wth garage & stor
kitchen lots of ciosets new
age boding at Alm°
carpet & vinyl new deck
Appliances turn
new gas ha 14x22 workNo pets Available
1988 POPO F150 long bed,
shop minutes from everyfor j.--1"..iani occupancy DeSuper cab. XLT, 2 tone
thing
Immediate posses
paint, power locks & wino:t • & references re•
son 759-9359
Call 759-4826
dow. tilt, cruise, at. 5 0
COZY convenient & cost engine auto trans, gages &
3E0
efficient describe this 3br I tach, trailer towing cargo
For Rant
bath newly decorated lite, fog lights, new tires
exhaust system and
Or Lease
home Cony eniently lo
cated to town hospital & brakes, 60,XXX, bed mat,
.7REE,• iF-01 SeIt-storage
Economical gas center console, bug deflecA x,
r,ouses on Center schools
,ipr like .,new, $10,750.
much
more Pricers
heat
&
.,e behind Shoney's
MLSst 5333 436-5365
in
the
$40s
520 543 no 759-4081
Call Kopperuo Realty a: JEEP 1978 CJ5 6 cyl
NORTHWOOD Storage 753-1222
engine rebuilt new trans•
has units avail
2bath mission transfer case,
VERY
3br
spacious
•
Ca 753 2905
drive shaft tires instruwith great flowing plan
buildings
beautiful kitchen with ment panel' tail lights,
IT 7 Z leave message
breakfast room separate dutch throw-out bearings,
dining room master bath etc $3650 492-8858
with whirlpool raised ceil880
ings Golf course view A
Pets
must to see Gall for your
& Supplies
appointment today
A L - 4 .Thrnalayan kittens,
753-2905
A A I Hauling tree trim
iono hair with flame
ming tree removal cleanoints blue eyes
470
ing out sheds, attics & odd
r as championship
:obs Free estimates
753 3096
Motorcycles
436-2102 Luke Lamb
4, Goioen Retriever pupCHRISTMAS 4 wheelers
Al IA leaf raking & mulchp -is 753 1362 weekdays
Yamaha 4 Champ $1100
ing light hauling 436-2528
4236
Honda 200SX $1395 200 ask for Mark
$895
Longhair German Big Wheel
Al AL'S hauling, yard
rnrd pi..os Champion
437-4723 437-4639
work tree removal mowparents ii:71
-•
ing Free estimates
& wormed
490
759-1683
see '53-9270
Used
Cars
A-1 Carpenter work ReAK:: Miniature Dachshund
modeling, new construcp,ipcies black Ready for 1965 CHEVROLE
1 tion. decks. No lob to small
Onristmas ,$150 Deposit cayne 33
Free estimates Call J & C
Camden miles
•
hold
Construction at 436-5398
$850
584-4475
123. Nights Al TREE Service Stump
Ai,7 Miniature Schnauzer.
90
5
removal and spraying Free
• t,„alt & pepper, 1 black
$ 50 ea 759-4960 PICK 1978 FORD LTD Call estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816 753-0495
•
0.1,SttraS puppy 436 5228
0,, 11094
1983 MERCURY Grand ALPHA Builders - Carpentry remodeling porches.
Marquis LS 70 XXX miles
leather loaded immacu- roofing concrete, driveways, painting maintelate condition 753-4978
nance etc Free estimates
1984 CHEVROLET Cele- 189-2303
brity. V6 gray, sunroof,
Will be Closed
tinted windows new tires ANTENNA Repair and in25
Jan.
9
Dec.
stallation. Replace or install
sharp car, $ 1 400
qualityChannel Master anfor the Holidays!
753-2494 after 5pm
tennas, rotors, and amplifiers Beasley's Antenna
AKC Pomeranians lOwks 1985 300ZX, t-tops
°id ..,751 .5 time fur Christ- loaded 69 XXX miles, Service, Buchanan,
sharp 759-1509
642-4077
901
:
ma 7 Reduced price
4:.J2
- E49
1990 HONDA Accord LX
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
CFA Shaaed Silver Persian 5sp excellent condition
woodworking 753-8056
leukemia & kitten 753-9778 after 6pm
:sots 489 2495 atter6pm

* Four Star *

Mobile Home
Paris & Service
Poroles & oeots
ava atNe w t" meta root
S re, roof coat
te •oof

COO -

v ny.
F
underpinn r-1Q
K Roa L,nderp

C.;

r-Dog Day
Afternoon

I

WOOD WORKS

Chow puppies
I; hold ti' Christ
S100 ea 1 -376-2540

I

'6i

& parakeets 759-419 after 6pm
or .ea•€' message on
mactiine
HAVE an ooedient safe
rico .-, snow or home
Cia - e.s or private lessons
n, Murray for ower
LaS 43E. 2858
t...A7uRE Pincher pups
no. reiateO to Doberrhari
pets

116

-we have -a

nifty Christmas gift
idea for any age!!

A PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATE!
Call (502) 382-2306
(We accept VISA & MasterCard)
Localon Hwy 94 West,4 mi W of Lynn Grove, Ky.
Phone (502) 382-2306 Ph & Fax

CLASS A Carpet Cleaning
& Buiiding Maintenance
Commercia, or residential
insured free es amates
474 8339
CONSTRUCTION Fram
ing $2 a square foot and
Tripp Williams
up
753 0563
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560

Doors windows -'eta
floor ,P0a,
Miller furnace & a,
0050.Lon ,-1;

r

▪

HOROSCOPES

Smokes
Olisred

Softies
Missed

houses
ry Rani

Phone (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mator
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759 4'54
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems,354-8161 after 4pm
DRYWALL finishing repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric,
Inc Service sales and installation (502) 435 4699,
435-4327

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex- EXPERIENCED dry wall
BOBBY finishing References availperience
able 436-2060
HOPPER, 436-5848

BACKHOE Service - ROY GENERAL Repair plumbHILL Septic system drive- ing, roofing tree work
ways, hauling, foundations 436-2642
etc 759-4664
GERALD WALTERS
BACKHOE SERVICE Roofing vinyl siding, paintBRENT ALLEN septic tank ing Free estimates 18
installation repair replace- years experience Local references 436-2701.
ment 759-1515
BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492-8516

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaran- HEATING Ron Hall Heatteed, 753-1134 or ing, Cooling and Electric
Co Service, unit replace436-5832
ment and complete installCARPORTS for cars and tion Licensed gas installer.
trucks_ Special sizes for Phone 435-4699.
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protec- PLUMBING repairman with
tion, high quality, excellent same day service. Call
value.- Roy Hill 759-4664. 436-5255

CHIM Chien Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
atizen discount We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
JOE'S Carpet Cleaning
Special $15 per room re
gardless of size or number
of rooms Residential only
Lowe
Call
Joe
901 247-3068
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492-8723
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman 492-8742.

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates_ Day or night,
753-5484
T. C. Dinh Repair &Maintenance. Electrical-Cleaning
Sewers. 1210 Main Street,
753-1252 office. 753-0606,
753-5705 after 5pm.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35. Free estimates Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 153-0530 ,
WINDOW & door repair.
20yrs experience.
753-2330.

CLASSIFIED

CONTRACT BRIDGE

In the Laps of the Gods
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lunditie Nitcnilinc a hosincs. !dated
c‘ent is inoic lull itt_tn iIlli5 ipatc,1
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1.11ik X IScpt
Earls -moniimt trends stress t ht need
for d coopei.it1S C athletic VY lien
makinr Isile, yleyilsiony. opt tor the
Course Ilia! %kill ruffle Ihe
leather., Safettiaryl Your holida‘

Plans 11‘completing s it.il lasks.
SCORPIO tOct. 23 \(1%. Cl,It
single. you could reach an iwerdue
decision ahilut a long-standing relationship. Wedding plans cinild make
yOUT ho!itl,is _h is complete Fr\ not
to be touch), \A hen relatis es ask
questions. l'hes Mean \‘ell

SAGITTARIUS iN 0\ • 22-Dec
2h: Financial matters take up the
lion's share of your attention. Find
out more about collections, taxes,
and installment payments. Although
you cannot ekpect completely
smooth sailing in romance, there
could be a breakthrough.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Try not to do or sa% anything that
will undermine someone's trust in
your good judgment. Careless handling of distant affairs could result
in a misunderstanding. Draw the
line more clearly in romance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:
Last-minute changes work in your
favor. People in positions of authority
will be impressed by your flexibilitY.
Curb Christmas spending to prevent
a cash shortage after the holiday s.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201:
Public relations could have a great
deal to do'withyour success. Work •
ing quietly behind the scenes is
another way to increase your earning potential. Set aside irioney for
a child's education.

TODAY'S CHILDREN: No mountain is too high and no job is too hard
for these ambitious Capricoms. Strength, solidity and financial securit% are
their trademarks. Although they often seem cool or restrained. they have
tremendous depth. Their goals are traditional, involving both wealth and the
respect of their peers. Count on them to choose a spouse V, hose talents and
accomplishments complement theieown.
hest-sell)ng book "Yesterda .1,1‘14 .1r111

pit,. SI postage and h.thdlirz
Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send 55
ceed as the cards lie. But if he playa Cr - Hem Astrolop Can and
ks pa, ts;,McAfee!. P.O Box 419242. Kansas Cit. Vto 0414! \lake
to Dixon, iio Andreas
the wrong card he must guess right Andreas and McMeet
later to get home safely.
First, let's see what happens if
South takes the king of hearts with
the ace. He can cash four diamonds,
but then must guess whether to next
play a spade or a club.
If he guesses wrong by leading a
spade, East takes the ace and returns a heart. West's hearts become
established and, because West. has
For Electrical Service
the ace ofclubs as an entry,declarer
finishes down one.Ofcourse,ifSouth
guesses right by attacking clubs before spades, he makes the contract,
but the fact remains that attrickone
Commercial
he placed his fate in the laps of the
Residential
gods.
Industrial
Now let's see what happens if
New Construction - Repairs
South ducks the king of hearts,as he
Maintenance
should. East returns a heart,taken
Electrical Work Since 1971
Quality
with the ace. South no longer has to
guess whether to lead spades orclubs
Call 759-4960
first. He is on safe ground either
way.
Let's suppose he tackles spades
first. East takes the ace but has no
heart to return-thanks tothe holdup at trick one-and South makes
four notrump.
Thesame result accrues ifSouth
tacklesclubs first. Westcan take the
ace and establish his suit, but he
must then watch helplessly as his
heart tricks slowly wither on the
vine.
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Tomorrow:Unwelcome assignment.

A.1 GUTTERS

VS
CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Quality Work at a fair price.

Custom Woodworking

ouplex to
'.‘t

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
MuRRAY tBetwxl Bunny Elread,
4D9
'53 S9AC
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David Morris Electric
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.CS.tr at 71' Main St
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SOLAR-P.
GOLF CAP.
PAINTED
THE PRE'.
PUTT-MEI'

FOR

B

JOST

Real
Estate

ri

outdoor life will bring special pleasure in 1994. You find that you are
happiest when near nature, Greater
financial and personal independence
is featured nest summer. Choose a romantic partner vi ho shares sour inter
ests. Heed the suggestions ot a client
or employer. Knov, when to take
a hint.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: "Prime Times"
Diane Sawyer. baseball player Ste% e
Garvey. Italian composer Giacomo
Puccini. actress Barbara Billingsles.
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: A
friend would like to help you reach
your goals. Pay more attention to
this person's financial tips. Choose
very' carefully' when faced with so eral offers. Share a happy secret with
mate.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
business associate offers valuable
advice. You are able to put a positive spin on a financial situation.
Wrapping up a current project may
require extra effort and patience.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201:
Before signing an agreement. make
certain you can live with its terms.
Loved ones admire both the sacrifices you make and the good work
you do. Send last-minute cards and
gifts.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Talking shop with the top brass offers you a chance to overcome a hurdle. Voluntarily working overtime
lets higher-ups see how dedicated you
can be. Try to complete your Christmas shopping by tomorrow night.
LEO craty 23-Aug. 22): Try to
stay cool if you encounter a lastminute bottleneck this morning.
Even if you suspect that someone
deliberately tried to sabotage a plan
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,..ents a minute
HAPPY HIRTHDAV IN THE
NEXT VIKAII OF VOUR LIEF:
Success comes SS hen NI.ni !Malls spot
the one (Loa in an other vs se es. el

iTo order a Te‘ised and updated cop), of Jeane Dixon's

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•K J 6
V 652
•A K J 4
Q 103
EAST
WEST
•A 9 7 2
4. 854
K8
J 10 7 4 3
+96
• 1073
+98742
41l6A5
SOUTH
4 Q 103
V A Q9
•Q 8 5 2
K J6
The bidding:
South West
North East
Pass
Pass
2 NT
1•
3 NT
Opening lead-four of hearts.
It stands to reason that you
shouldn't allow the success of a contract to depend on a guess when
there is a way of avoiding the guess.
The aim should be to remain in command at all times, and thus be the
master of your own fate.
Take this case where West leads
a heart against three notrump and
East plays the king. It is only the
first trick, but the outcome rests
largely on South's play at this point.
If he plays the right card, he can
considerably improve his chances of
making the contract, and will suc-
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$51,900.00
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1550
sq. ft. Brick Home. New 3 BR ranch
energy efficient brick home with 2 full
baths, 28' Great room, eat in kitchen,
large master suite, vaulted ceiling,fireplace,central heat & air and many more
amenities. Custom built on crawl space,
basement and garage optional

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers
Since 1968

'3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003
(502)554-3267

(54)2)582-1800

newspaper
contains
recycled
newsprint.
SUBSCRIBE

-Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

TRADE-IN SALE!
% t
Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cash
g? with Approved Credit --P46730WK.

31" to
46" in
Stock!

-Vinyl Siding
-Replacement Windows

"We
Service
Our
Sets."

*Lifetime Guarantees
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

CUSTOM SHEET METAL
Fabrication
Sheetmetal •Welding
•Galvanized, Aluminum, Stainless, Copper, Brass
•Plasma Cutting Machine
•Architectural

Large Screened TV
Trade-In Allowance Up to '400
Great

nen Features Including:

• Channel Guide & Morel
• Remote
• Picture in Picture
• Sleep Timer & Alarm

MURRAY'S OLDEST-SHEET METAL COMPANY
--Since 1937--

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.753-8181, 753-2130 (FAX)
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TODA Y IN HISTORY
ten .terr. sin
ounty Board of
Ali.lw
I .1tis at ion approseil the recom
ineraii it in for the purc haw of
I I: Apple II 1
omputers for
„ his)! laboratories and of ficcs
Prentn c Dunn, Amos McCarts
and (ilinda Smith are new (AIR
ers
Murra. Callow ay County
Realtors
F- ire destroyed the home of Mr
and Mrs Jerry Weas er on Dec
19
Pat Kiesow, vice chairman of
Murray -Calloway County Parks
Board, was presented with a
plaque of appreciation by the
board She served from 1981-83Parks Board Chairman Keith
Hays made the presentation.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Moody
will be married for 50 years on
Dci 22.
Twenty years ago
Navy Aviation Machinist Mate

Shirts

I if.t ( lass for It Garlarid. in (4

Mrs I ihilk'
reenlisied
in in the I nited States Nay v a t
Nasal Air Station Mention M,
I
(b lames M Ftsrn id Marra,
has been appointed to sersed as
Z-ixtrilinator of this area for the
S I st annual Southeni Educ ational
Congress of Optorm•tery , F-.' I.
15-19, at Marriott Motor Hotel
Atlanta. Ga
Mrs Art Jewell presented
program on - Making Christnia,
Decorations- at a meeting of the
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Rex Dowdy was pictured on
Dec. 15 with a 25-pound catfish
he caught while fishing on Kentucky Lake.
Murray State University Racers
Scat California State 102 to 6g in
a basketball game at Racer Arena, MSU.

411.•
limes is
\,-,orid Marine
`san Juan PUCitt)
art

Kit,L
th,ri Marshall retired
hank en At'. named J. Outsund
ing( It/en At /1.uel h. A(sodmen
of the World( anip I ;8 at a tam
ils night meeting on Dec I 7
Fill. lisc ,hildrcn from Para
.list' F-rich,11. Home at Bell City
were entertained with a Christmas parts on Dei. 19 h. the Per•
shing Rifle Honorary Sot. iCt
G ; at Murray State
(
C1711egPjen
'sir and Mrs George Linville
will he married for 50 years on
Dec. 22
Bill Furgerson, track and cross
country coach at Murray State
College. has been named Track
Coach of the Year by the Ohio
Valley Conference.

DEAR ABM' Th.- late Ethel
Jacobson. is
light verse
ippeared in Reader.- Digest. Good
Housekeeping and other publications.
.-44/rIletimo, guest of ours.
The day ;liter she left after a
visit. I mailed several things she
had forgotten to take with her.
Shorth after. she sent me the followmg poem I don't think it was
ever published. I think it should he.
IH)ROTHEA JENSEN
BELLISINIF:.(-tIANNEL
ISLANI)S.('ALIF.
DEAR DOROTHEA: So do I,
and I'm taking care of it right
now. Thanks for sending it. Suggested title:

BLONDIE

Such folks, in fairness.
Should he branded
Or travel naked
And empty-handed.

LEFTOVERS
Perennial pest
To haunt our nest
Is the featherbrained
Forgetful guest
Who comes for the day
Or a three-month stay
And leaves behind
When she flits away
A scarf, a veil
Her keys, her kale
Which you must hunt
And wrap and mail.
Her shoes, her comb
Her bubble foarn
By post, prepaid,
Must trail her home.

DEAR ABBY My wife and I
have been married six years (kir
biggest problem is her two cats She
loves cats and I urn not a cat lover
We recently purchased a home fir
S250.000 and furnished it with new
furniture. Both of her cats have
long hair and constantly shed
everywhere — furniture. floor.
counters. etc. They have thrown up
and urinated on our new carpeting
and furniture, leaving everything
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turf,.1ears ago
Larl I ittlettin has heen named
to the Murras Pov.er Hoar.1 h.
Murras Moor (ieorge Hart
The Res Harr. wood Gra.
pastor of First ( hristian rhur,h
spoke on "Fsaluation it Murras at a meeting ot Murray Rotary
Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House He was introduced
by Bob Perry
Frank Lancaster manager of
Varsity Theatre, said a free show
For children will he De( 22 at
9. 10 a m The featured attraction
will be "Blaiing Guns- starring
Gene Autry
In high school basketball
games, New Concord heat Kirksey and Murray High beat Trigg
County. High team scorers were
Billy Joe Kingins for New Concord. Stone for Kirksey. Alexander for Murray and Simpson for
Trigg.

pernainerift. -1.tin,•=1 and
M=.-0.11e
troqi medicine t..r
the hair hall- and sheddirc, - noth-

mg,‘korks
I would like to 4ivi• the ca1,
awav.hMmywitewo=akinottolerate it Please help

CALIP)RNI.A. READER
DEAR READER: According
to Dr. Erwin David, my veterinarian consultant: "The hair
ball problem can be managed
with regular grooming and oral
laxative products. Inappropriate urination may be a behavioral problem (your cats may
be trying to tell you something), or there could be a bladder problem."
If you haven't consulted a
veterinarian, I ,:ould advise
you to do so. If you have, and
the problems are continuing,
perhaps a second opinion is in
order.

Eq .= ••EAR
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DEAR ABBY: May I put in my
two cents' worth about stepmothers? I am one. Last year, my step-
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DEAR ABBY
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LOOKING BACK

Its
I he
A \ %IN saied Press
lodas is laresdasI h
.`1 the issth des of 19N1 theta arc lI
daVS
in the scrt Winter a
s at 4tS pm 1ST
Today 's Highlight in llistors
Vise years ago. on Dec
I, 19gg, :170 people were killed when a
terrorist homh exploded aboard a Pant Am Hoeing 747 over I ocker
hie, Scotland
On this date
In 1620. Pilgrims aboard the May flower went ashore for the first
time at what is now Plymouth, Mass
In 1891, the sport of basketball is believed to have been played for
the first time, at Springfield College in Massachusetts
In 1898, scientists Pierre and Marie Curie discovered radium
In 1911, the first crossword puzzle was published, in the Sunday
supplement of the New York World
In 1914, the first feature-length silent film comedy, "Tillie's Punctured Romance," was released
In 1971. the UN Security Council chose Kurt Waldheim to he
Secretary-General of the world body, succeeding U Thant.
In 1978, police in Des Plaines, Ill., arrested John W. Gacy Jr. and
began unearthing the remains of 11 men and boys that Gacy was later
convicted of murdering.
In 1991, 11 of the 12 former Soviet republics proclaimed the birth
of the Commonwealth of Independent States and the death of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Ten years ago: A troupe of entertainers, including comedian Bob
Hope, actress Ann Milan and actress Brooke Shields, were on their
way to the Middle East aboard an Air Force cargo plane to perform
for U.S. peacekeeping troops.
One year ago: President-elect Clinton tapped Richard Riley to be
education secretary and Hazel O'Leary to be energy secretary; Clinton
expressed anger at "bean counters" for saying he was not appointing
enough women to his Cabinet. Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic
won re-election.
Today's Birthdays: Former Undersecretary of State George W. Ball
is 84. Former Austrian president and former U.N. Secretary-General
Kurt Waldheim is 75. Ventriloquist Paul Winchell is 71. Actor Ed
Nelson is 65. Talk show host Phil Donahue is 58. Oregon Gov. Barbara Roberts is 57. Actress Jane Fonda is 56. Tennis star Chris Even is
39. Conductor Michael Tilson Thomas is 49. Olympic gold medalist
Florence Griffith-Joyner is 34.
Thought for Today: "The time will come when Winter will ask us:
'What were you doing all the Summer?" — Bohemian proverb.
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daughter and I overheard.a mother
loudly reprimanding her son in a
busy store.
I commented. "I hope you never
make me angry enough to yell at
you like that.She responded,"You can't yell at
me — you're not my real mom.I gently said, "Whew, what a
relief ... that means I don't have to
drive you to and from your swimming class, shop for clothes tbr you,
help you with your homework, or
buy you anything for Christmas."
The look im her face was priceless.
MRS. C.R. IN TUSTIN. CALIF.
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DR. GOTT
"OK. everyone. we II be departing for Antarctica
in about 15 minutes . It anyone thinks he may be
in the wrong migration, let us know now

CATHY
SOLAR-POWERED trENTILATE0
GOLF CAP... GOLF BALLS HANDPAINTED WITH PICTURES Of
THE PRESIDENTS...THE WACKY
PLOT-AIEISTER PLAT-MA5TER

rWAFFLE IRON IN THE SHAPE-9 /GOLF MUGS, GOLF PLAQUES:
Of A FAMOUS GOLF 00LIRSE... GOLF SWEATERS GOLF TIES
BUGS BUNNY GOLF BOOTIES.., GOLF BOXER SHORTS... GIFTS
BOOK OF GOLF BLUNDERS... THAT SAY WHAT'S SO HARD
HILARIOUS SYNTHESIZED
TO PUT INTO WORDS ..
GM WISE-CRACK MAKER...

r
8100. ALSO
DESPERATE ' "THANK YOU'
AND tT HAS GOD, FOR NOT
'GOLF' ON
MAKING HIM
LT!'
,
80WLER?

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
IS Odg 43E1)13001M, I
MOM, WE. Fixep IT OP'/
JUST FoR you!j
OH,NO,DE_AR I
Ncrf t/COK NEW
RCOM!

youtS FATHER AND I HAVE I
Ftl4JAVS BEEN FINE DOWN
301-1fsl AND I WILL
sm"66
BE DOWN IN THE FAMILY

1
I

R3OM!

LOOK,PflaifITE- BATH NO
ELL WE
SHoOLDNI"
PUT YOU
OUT OF
YOUR FVOM
LIKE-RS!

aty

GARFIEU)
HEY, DOC BOY YOU LOOK
(
LIKE A SISSY IN THOSE_
TEDDY BEAR •PAJAMAS

AT LEAST I PONT LOOK LIKE
A C./E.EK IN BONNY PAJAMAS
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 61-year-old
female who has taken calcium for
years. In the last two months I've broken two ribs, one on the left and one
on the right, with hardly any pressure.
A lung and rib X-ray revealed a hole
and deterioration. My doctor seems to
think this could be caused by a tumor
A follow-up bone scan revealed arthriCROSSWORDS
tis of the neck. While my doctor suggested removal of part of the bone for
biopsy to rule out cancer. I don't have
ACROSS
any hospitalization insurance and
Answer to Previous Puzzle
short
have been reluctant to go through the
40 Most robust
1 Roman 410
procedure. Do you have an opinion'.'
42 Winter
011000 311000
4 Barber's tool
vehicles
MOO
0
9 Greek letter
0012100W
DEAR READER: You need a biop44 Sea animals
12 Runner
Your doctor is correct.
0
sy.
00
MODOUS
0
45
Uncle
Sebastian —
Osteoporosis
U00
and other bone dis00000
47
drink
Soft
UMO
13 Songstress
48 Tumbler
eases marked by a loss of calcium usu0000
MUM
Plat
OMMU
52 Legendary
ally affect the weight-bearing bones
ijoupog poppg
14 Shade tree
robot
isuch as the spine, hips and legs).
15 Snake
1000
MM0
55 Barnyard cry
17 Farewell
fractures commonly occur.
56 Rock
U0000E1 100B000 where
19 Slippery
On the other hand, non-traumatic
58 Caustic
21 Compass
0000
0M0 UBUO
fractures almost always reflect a
substance
point
1100 MOMMO 00M rib
59 Powerful
more serious condition. For example,
22 Wording
00 00001300 OU a tumor may have started in or, more
explosive
25 "Dallas"
(abbr.)
family
151000MM U00000 likely, spread to a rib, causing the
60 Chiefs
29 Revised
0000 =MOO
bone to collapse- Such tumors com61 Affirmative
(abbr.)
12-21
1993 United Feature Syndicate monly originate in the breasts or
30 Glacial ridge
DOWN
lungs.
32 Wild plum
Item
33 Letter of
1 New Deal
A bone biopsy will enable the doctor
11
Eisenhower
6 Sharp turn
alphabet
program
to identify the presence of a growth in
nickname
7
Plains
Indian
35 Where Fort
2 Scooby -16 Nerve
the bone - even, perhaps. to diag8 River in
Worth is
3 Sailing ship
network
nose where it came from. This is
Europe
37 4,- Chaney
4 Practical
18 Condensed
important information because thera9 Male swan
38 Hepburn, for
person
moistures
10 Country
py varies, depending on the source of
5 Classified
20 Bumpkin
dance
the tumor.
22 Ships' floors
For example. breast malignancies
23 Standard of
1
2
3
4
5 6
7
8
9
10 11
perfection
that spread to bone can be treated
24 Connected
with anti-hormone pills. Also, certain
12
13
14
group
cancers respond to radiation therapy
26 Unlawfully
Therefore, before suggesting treat
15
16
27 Loop
17.85•5 28 Chaps
ment, your doctor will need to know if
a tumor is present - and its source.
31 Grates
19
20
21
34 French for
Of course, your fractured ribs may
•
-summer"
22 23
not be due to cancer at all. This would
24
25
26 27 ill 36 The
Three —
be good news and the treatment
•
39 Paradise
n
3055531
medicine, such
would be different
32
41 — China
•
as Didronel, to strengthen the bones,
43 Shatter
33534
3' I
for instance.
46 Princely
355536
Italian family
Don't deprive yourself of necessary
385539
aci
48 UK time
medical attention because of insur49 Over there
ance problems Most hospitals and
42
43
50 Witty remark
44
doctors are willing to provide free
51 — — fault
(overmuch)
medical care to patients who cannot
45
46
47
53 Organ of
afford it Ask your doctor about tins
5
sight
48 49 50
51
Make an effort to negotiate a way to
52
53 54
54 Intermediate
obtain the biopsy
(prat)
555.
5655575
58
To give you more information, I am
57 South of
sending you a free copy of my Health
Sask.
59
60
Report -Insuring Your Good Health"
5U55 6h U
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $I 25 plus a long, self
addressed, stamped envelope to Pal
Box 2433. New York, NY 10163 Be
sure to mention the title
NEwst'ailat Kyriquatisa ASSN
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rips provided to help
alleviate holiday stress
holida. have turned from
lov and cheer to hype, tenon
pre.sion It s time to step
k ao. at.11U,I our feelings and

As a family you may decide to alter
certain traditions, because of
changes during the year. For example, it may be better to draw names
for presents.
Ilist. recognize w hat your usual
In many cases, people haxe more
• \;vrion.-c is during the holidays. If
activities than time during Decempositoe, then enjoy it,
•i s
ber, so it's important to plan ahead
`,O ion t oserdo it. Use moderation
and be organized. But no matter
,•.iting. drinking and celebrating,''
how together you may be, you
s.LINA ard Maxwell Jr., M.D.,
probably still have to make choices.
rT
Jireetor of Kentucky's De"Set limits on your time, money
t-.7tr.14.-rit for Mental Health and
and contributions and then say no to
mectal Retardation Services and
what you can't or don't want to do.
:issos late professor of psychiatry at
Sometimes people do-things when
IL; flisersits of Kentucky.
they don't have time because they
obligated. Then they get angry
feel
-If you don't enjoy it or you've
when no one helps them or they feel
celemakes
that
loss
pmenced
a
t•N
overwhelmed," he said.
brating the holidays difficult, focus
Getting the help of family memyou
season
on we aspects of the
bers
can make the season less hectic,
ettjo . It sou are having problems
Maxwell
suggested, but you have to
.ping ssith the holidays, seek the
be
willing
to compromise.
support of your family and friends
tolerate how other
"Learn
to
or a professional counselor, if
people do things if you want their
help," he said. "For example, if you
People deal with the holidays in
want your children to help decorate
their
on
depending
different NA ass.
house, you may have to assist
the
back4round and experiences, he
them as they learn, live with impersaid.
fection or redo parts of it after they
"For some people the holidays
go to bed."
are pleasurable because they bring
For some people, buying gifts is
hack good memories, and they
more
pain than pleasure. "Try to
celebrate traditions related to their
remember the real meaning of the
faith." he said.
holidays. It's not about getting out in
"For others, the season imposes the shopping malls and spending
an enormous extra burden. The yourself into debt," Maxwell said.
pressure of working, shopping, so- "Giving your time, for example,
cializing and making ends meet may be a more important present
causes them to question why they than anything you could buy."
Make shopping more fun or at
don't enjoy the holidays like other
people. There's an expectancy of least bearable by first making a list
_cheerfulness,and when people don't of gift ideas for the people you want
feel that way, it can lead to feelings to buy for and planning a budget. If
crowded malls bother you, use
of inadequacy.
'Our feelings about the holidays catalogs, make gifts or go at a less
often stem from childhood experi- busy time.
"If the pleasure of geuing or
ences. We associate certain sounds,
sights and feelings with events. If giving is the high point of your
past holidays were negative, then -holiday, try to find other ways to
something like smelling the Christ- feel good," Maxwell said. "The
, nias tree might bring up bad feel- holidays have more meaning when
you focus on helping someone, or
inc
go to a significant event, such as a
Ask yourself if this is the way you
want to do things this year, he said. religious service."
/tir
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PEACE ON EARTH
a
Mafi the ,s•plot of

goodwill and
brotherhood echo
throughout the
- land as we
celebrate this
most magical of
' . seasons

Holiday Cheer!
Wishing you an old-fashioned
Christmas tilled With simple
pleasures and the company
offamily and friends.
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Fitts Block &
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Chaps® Ralph Lauren
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Sportswear
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the seats in the new parliament,
although the pro-reform bloc
Russia's Choice could be the
largest single group.
Zhirinovsky is demanding a
halt to Yeltsin's painful reforms
and wants the resignation of top
reformers, particularly Economics
Minister Yegor Gaidar and Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev.
Conflicting signals have
emerged within the Cabinet, with
Gaidar saying reforms must be
strengthened and Prime Minister
Viktor Chernomyrdin ruling out
any more economic shock
therapy.
Finance Minister Boris Fyodoros warned Monday that he and
other reformers might quit if the
-;:onomic course were altered.
i- yodorov and Gaidar were
among the founders of Russia's
Choice, the pro-reform coalition
that- was upset in the elections.
"if the reform course is disrupted, if we start giving money
to everyone, if the '11krainizatom' of our economy starts, why
should Russia's Choice be held
responsible?' lzvestia quoted
Fsodurov as saying.
Fvodorov was referring to
kraine's policy of large subsidies to industry, which has

0
0
0

Vanderbilt Chemical and.
Vanderbilt Minerals

•Yeltsin...
FROM PAGE 1

0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Op

Ruff Hewn®
Sportswear

1/2 Price

30°/o

_ Off

caused hyperinflation and a huge
drop in production.
Both the ultranationalists and
the Communists favor restoring
subsidies, which have been
reduced the past year. But even
reformers are talking about some
kind of change.

CD OWNERS!
Are You Earning

Ir

Interest Rate
% Guaranteed
For One Year?
No Annual Fees!
Guaranteed Return of Principal!
Multiple Income Features!
Call Now For More Information
On Tax-deferred Annuities

8.3 '

251)/0

25%

40% az

rif_ti Huge Group Sweaters,
Rugby's and Wovens

*This annuity includes a 3% first-year bonus
Rate as of 11-1-93, subject to change
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Peace On Earth

Ficre' wishing you all the very best holiday
season ever.

West Kentucky
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For The Young Men!
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Golden Rule Insurance Company Rated 'A.
(Superior) by A.M. Best_ This rating indicates
financial strength and stability.
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Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
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Great Gift Ideas!
Colognes • Watches • Key Chains • Wallets
Travel Bags • Belts & More!
1

Mayfield, Ky.
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CORN AUST
Downtown • Murray * Open Mon.-Sat. Til 7:00, Sun. 1-5 * Visa, MC, Amex, Corn-Austin' Charge
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